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Junior Eric Klrshenbaum make* a donation 
with the help of senior Mauraan Codd. 
Sharing 
slows 
Internet 
Programs look to limit 
or prevent peer-to- 
peer exchanges 
iv MEGAN NIAL 
CONTRIBUTING WHITER 
As file-sharing applications become 
more prevalent, college campuses must 
scrutinize the issue for its legal impli- 
cations. 
Junior Ben Markowitz, Help Desk 
frontline consultant, said file sharing 
encompasses a range of activities. 
"File sharing would be any way to 
transfer a file from one computer to 
another, whether it is a peer-to-peer net- 
work, e-mailed, transmitted through AIM 
etc.," Markowitz said. 
Junior consultant Janet Bharij said 
in the university context most students 
have come to relate the term to free 
music. "When kids hear 'file sharing' 
they often conned the term with music 
downloads," Bharij said. 
Neither the Help Desk nor 
CampusNet, JMU's campus Internet 
provider, condone the illegal sharing of 
such files. Senior consultant Jonathan 
Carr said, "If someone calls us and asks 
us how to set up an illegal file sharing 
network, we'll offer them alternative 
legal options." 
"We won't help them configure their 
computers so they can illegally download 
those files," Carr added. 
John Alger, CampusNet coordina- 
tor said, "The only legalized file shanng 
should be within compliance of copyright 
and for academic purposes only, nothing 
outside of that." 
As for now, prevention measures start 
with Packeteer. Packetecr, a hardware/ 
software product from Cisco, restricts 
sharing at the application level, and stops 
that sort of traffic. 
Dan Hulvey, assistant vice presi- 
dent of information technology, said 
Packeteer limits the amount of band- 
width that can be used by sharing soft- 
ware. "P2P usage was severely affecting 
our Internet connection for Distance 
Learning, business operations and other 
educational activities," he said. 
In addition to Packeteer, JMU also pre- 
vents students from stealing files with the 
all-encompassing Honor code, in conduc- 
tion with the Appropriate Use Policy. The 
policy binds the student in agreement and 
is signed by every student as they establish 
their e- ID. 
"We encourage our students to use 
commercial products'for obtaining music 
like Apple's iTunes, Real Player Music 
Store, Napster, Rhapsody and others," 
Hulvey said. 
illustration by FVIN Slid M" pht>to$raphfr 
Downloading tones with file aharing 
software will be more difficult as JMU 
has Installed preventatlve software. 
JMU continues Katrina relief effort 
BY Kms n N GREEN 
NEWS EDITOR 
The university has been working to unite the 
JMU community into a single relief effort. 
Now II days since Hurricane Katrina, the uni- 
versity's efforts will bring students, faculty and 
organizations together to raise funds, supplies and 
awareness about the hurricane and its victims. 
JMU wants "short- and long-term efforts the 
university can be involved in, knowing folks want 
to get involved now," said Donna Harper, executive 
assistant to the president. 
"We're just trying to put all our efforts together 
in the most united way." 
The effort is comprised of three main focuses: 
admitting displaced students, participating in the 
Commonwealth's Combined Virginia Campaign 
and establishing the Katrina Relief All Together 
One team. 
JMU has been planning to admit the displaced 
students for several days, and are admitting them 
on a case-by-case basis. University Spokesman Andy 
Perrine said that one student even went through the 
whole admissions process while at a gas station. 
Between 20 and 25 displaced students are antici- 
pated to come to the university this semester, 
Perrine said. 
The Commonwealth Combined Virginia 
Campaign, or CVC, will be having two weeks of 
fundraising solely for Hurricane Katrina relief until 
Sept 16. According to an e-mail from JMU President 
Linwood Rose, JMU will give all of its money raised 
to Katrina relief — 50 percent to the American Red 
Cross and 50 percent to the Salvation Army. 
The CVC also will allow JMU to see how it 
ranks among donations from other Virginia univer- 
sities, Perrine said. 
A five-member team also has been assembled to 
unite students and faculty to brainstorm ideas for 
relief effort development. 
Known as the Katrina Relief All Together One 
Team, the five members were chosen from the 
four university divisions by their department vice 
presidents, with one member from the Student 
Government Association. 
The five members, Teresa Gonzalez from 
Academic Affairs, Zeb Davenport from Student 
Affairs and University Planning, Towana Moore 
from Administration and Finance, Kim Hutto from 
Advancement and Victor Lim from the SGA — who 
will represent the students — met Tuesday to begin 
brainstorming about the united efforts. 
"We're trying to make ideas as a committee and 
take them back to the community," Hutto said. She 
see KATRINA, page 5 
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Organization night now bigger 
IY JILL YAWORSKI 
CONTRIBUTING WHITER 
Members from 218 different organizations spent 
Monday evening promoting their clubs to peers at 
Student Organization Night, which was sponsored 
by Student Organization Services. 
Paula Polglase, coordinator of SOS/clubs and 
organizations, said 35 people from the Student 
Organization Services have been working since last 
spnng to put the event together. 
"[Student Organization Night) not only pro- 
vides clubs a central event and location to promote 
their organizations" Polglase said, "but it's a huge 
benefit to freshmen and sophomores to be aBle 
to walk around one space and be 
exposed to so many of the activities 
offered at JMU." 
Polglase said she estimates there 
were about 2,500 students in attcn- 
dence throughout the night. 
A cappella singers, breakdanc- 
ers and tae kwon do members pro- 
vided entertainment and performed 
throughout the evening as students 
made the long journey from table to 
table in the Convocation Center. 
Polglase recognized the impor- 
tance of the location, and said the 
Convocation Center seemed to 
be the perfect place to have the 
event. The past two years' rain- 
fall caused tne event to be moved 
indoors,   prompting   the   Student 
Organization Services committee to start the event 
inside this year. • 
"We chose the Convocation Center for its central 
location," said Polglase. "Plus, it has a great sound 
system so our performance groups were better 
heard." 
However, some students felt overwhelmed in the 
Convocation Center. 
Freshman Erin Finch said she had trouble see- 
ing the club tables and wished they could have 
been more spread out. 
"Luckily I knew which clubs I was already 
interested in before I came so 1 just had to look for 
see OKG, page 5 
About 2,500 students attended Student 
Organization Night on Monday, (above) 
Freshman Jessica SguegHn has her hand air- 
brushed, (left) Junior Whitney March shows 
off net helmet for the JMU Caving Club. 
Dual robbery incidents hit student housing 
According to the Harrsonburg 
Police Department, two robberies 
occured within an hour of one another 
and less than a mile-and-a-half apart. 
Both incidents involved the use of 
physical force and items of value were 
taken from both victims. 
Mason Street Robbery 
Two unknown assailants demand- 
ing money forcibly approached a male 
victim walking near the intersection of 
Mason Street and Paul Street on Sept. 
6 at about 11:15 p.m. 
The suspects used intimidation 
and physical force to remove currency 
from the victim's wallet.   Both assail- 
ants then left the scene on foot. The 
first suspect is a black male with short 
hair, clean shaven, approximately 6'2" 
tall and about 150 pounds. The sec- 
ond suspect is a black male, with 
medium length hair, clean shavea 
approximately 6'0" tall and around 
175 pounds. 
Devon Lane Robbery 
A male victim was approached 
and thrown to the ground by three 
assailants in the 1200 block of Devon 
Ijne of Ashby Crossing on Sept. 7 a 
few minutes after midnight. 
One of the assailants asked for 
directions   from   the  victim,   while 
another assailant struck the victim in 
the face, causing the victim to fall to 
the ground. A cell phone was taken 
from the victim and then the assailants 
fled on foot. 
The victim was treated at 
Rockingham Memonal Hospital for 
minor injuries from the strike and fall. 
The first suspect is described as a black 
male, with short hair, clean shaven, 
approximately bV tall and between 
150 and 160 pounds. The second suspect 
was described as a black male, with 
short hair, approximately 6'0" tall and 
between 150 and 160 pounds. The third 
suspect's description is unknown. 
Lt. Kurt A. Boshart from the Har- 
risonburg Police Department said as 
of right now, the incidents are being 
treated as two separate investigations, 
althoughhe said there is a possibility 
they are linked 
Boshart gave safety recommenda- 
tions for students emphasizing die im- 
portance of being aware of one's sur- 
roundings- 
"It's important for everyone to pay 
attention to their surroundings and 
develop good personal safety habits," 
Boshart added. He also suggested stu- 
dents not walk alone at night or carry 
things of value. 
The Harrisonburg Police Depart- 
ment is further investigating both cas- 
es and following up leads. 
— From staff reports 
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Andrew 
Gregory: 
Live at 
Pave's 
Taverna 
Songwriter and 
musician Andrew 
Greeory put on 
a free show at 
Dave's Tavema 
Tuesday, Sept. 6. 
He recently put 
out his first album 
and frequently 
tours the east 
coast. 
CAROLYN WALSER/aniiar/iAmxnviAr' 
OftJtt 
TAVCRNA 
Musician 
Andrew Gregory 
performs on the 
stage at Dave's 
Tavema. He 
has performed 
In Harrlsonburg 
several times. 
trapher 
DUKE DAYS 
Events 
Madison Dance Club 
Come and try out for the largest dance 
club on campus. Madison Dance Club 
will be holding auditions on Saturday, 
Sept. 17 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. inside the 
MAC room of UREC. If you enjoy hip- 
hop, street, lyrical and jazz dance, come 
on outl For additional information, con- 
tact president Marisa Kuhn at kuhnmj. 
Alpha Phi Omega 
Alpha Phi Omega wants you for JMU's 
only co-ed service fraternity. Interest 
meetings will be held Tuesday, Sept. 13 
and Wednesday, Sept. 14 at 7:30 p.m. In 
Transitions. 
Poetry Club 
There's a brand new club on campus tor 
lovers of poetry. If you are interested in 
reading, writing, slamming or jamming 
poetry, please join the JMU Poetry Club 
on Monday, Sept. 12 at 6 p.m. for an 
organizational meeting. We will meet 
in the Driver Drive Modular conference 
room, behind UREC. No matter what 
your interest, there is something here 
lor you it you like poetry. Contact Eliza- 
beth Haworth at hawortex or at x82694 
tor additional information. 
University Program Board 
The Verizon Wireless "Music Unleashed" 
tour presents Howie Day Oct. 5, at Wil- 
son Hall! Doors will open at 7 p.m. and 
the concert will begin at 8 p.m. There 
will be a pre-sale event for tickets to the 
show on Sept. 14 at 8 p.m. on the com- 
mons. The line will begin forming around 
7 p.m. Tickets will be sold lor $12, and 
FLEX or cash will be accepted. Regu- 
lar tickets will go on sale Sept. 15 at the 
Warren Hall Box Office at 8 a.m. for $15. 
Tickets will be sold to students only. For 
more Information, please contact UPB 
Director of Media and Public Relations 
Jamie Fox, at fox2aj or X87822. 
POLICE LOG 
BY KRISTEN GREEN/ news editor 
Underage Possession of Alcohol 
A JMU student was charged with underage possession ot alcohol in Hill- 
side Hall on Sept 2 at 1 35 am 
A JMU student was charged with underage possession ot alcohol on Greek 
Row on Sept. 2 at 11:11 p.m. 
Drunk in Public 
Two JMU students were charged with being drunk in public on the 700 
block of University Boulevard on Sept. 3 at 2:42 a.m. 
A non-JMU student was charged with being drunk in public on University 
Boulevard on Sept 3 at 11 45 p.m. 
Property Damage 
A JMU employee reported $800 worth of damage to a door in Sonnet Hall 
caused by a rock thrown through the glass on Sept 3 at 8:54 a.m. 
A JMU student reported $25 worth of damage to an antenna of a Dodge 
van parked in the R1 parking lot on Sept 5 at 9 05 am 
Drunk In Public, Obstruction of Justice and 
Possession of Fictitious Operator's Licenses 
A JMU student and a non-student were charged with being drunk in pub- 
lic, obstruction of justice and possession ot fictitious operator's license in 
Huffman Hall on Sept. 2 al 2:42 am 
Driving Under the Influence 
A non-JMU student was charged with driving under the influence on the 
700 block of University Boulevard on Sept. 4 at 1 07 am 
Indecent Exposure 
A JMU student was charged with indecent exposure for urinating in pub- 
lic on Devon Lane on Sept. 4 at 1 45 am 
Drunkenness 
A JMU student was charged with drunkenness in Showker Hall on Sept. 
4 at 3:35 a.m. 
Total number of parking tickets since Aug 29:1,315 
Total number of drunk in public since Aug 29: 3 
MISSION 
The Breeze, the student-run newspaper of James Madison University, serves student and faculty readership by reporting news involving the 
campus and local community. The Breeze strives to be impartial and fair in its reporting and firmly believes in its First Amendment rights. 
BREAKING HEWS! 
New releases now available at Plan 9: 
l^P     L-fjj^^) -» ^^H^2 Hi 
isiwitci'tQ"' 
Hire a 
rocJV 
David Gray 
Life In Slow 
Motion 
Swrtchfoot 
Nothing Is 
Sound 
Trap! 
Someone In 
Control 
Paul 
McCartney 
Chaos and 
Creation in 
the Backyard 
ALSO OUT:  Dar Williams. Sigur Ros. Soulive. Trisha Yearwood. 
Tracy Chapman, Antigone Rising, George Jones, the Dandy 
Warhols, Blues Traveler, Juliana Theory, Syleena Johnson. 
i lonestar, Patty Loveless, Charlie Sexton, Tim O'Brien and morel 
NEW t USED CDs • LPs • VINYl  CASSETTES • DVD • VHS • GAMES 
434-9999 
W9U 9BI MARKET STREET 
lin Kroger Shopping Centerl 
What A Record 
Store Should Be! 
wiiHSionisiNCHamoinsviiii    lrVWW.PLAN9nr1USIC.COM 
WIIIIAMSBUnt; AND RICHMONO TOOl 
LESSON f/1. HELP THE ENVIRONMENT- 
WASH AT A PROFESSIONAL CAR WASH! 
mmmsmm 
^*   ^sP^spaasfaaraae^Ba^p^s^BBi^pBsaa^saj    ■sRRtaE^aaE3^P*CRs> aE^RERsRaRQEEr 
1110 Virginia Ave (RT42 North) 
3171 S Main St (RT11 South) 
1926 Deyerie Ave (Behind Valley Mall) 
1041 W Market St (RT33 West) 
(540) 433-5800 
www.miraclecarwashonline.com 
Services may vary by location 
LESSON «2. MIRACLE WASH CARDS SAVE MONEY! 
The card is FREE 
Every 6" wash is free 
Prepaid option (20% student bonus with ID) 
See attendant or on the web at www miraclewashcard com 
LESSON #3. SPOT FREE RINSE = LESS WORK ■ MORE PL A Y! 
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Library introduces new look to Web site 
<y *jjj    ♦ http.//www.lib .jmu.edu/ 
Getting Started     Utest Headlines 
'    j  IG> 
LIBRARIES & EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGIES 
tonnctlin^; ULOUIL jnd io6d5 
Carrier Library 
JMUH^ 
It 
| — Quick Links — 
Carrier Library | CISAT Library | CIT | Media Resources | Music Library | Special Collections 
Hurricane Kalrina Make a Donation and Stay     9/7/2005 
Informed 
Learn How to Format Bibliographies with 
RefWorks 
New JMU Libraries' Website! 
Online Library Instruction Available 24/7 
What's New in the Collection 
9/1/2005 
8/21/2005 
8/17/2005 
8/17/2005 
more... 
New Titles | Newsletter | Exhibits 
LoofcHUplnJMULlbfTiM: 
Search | 
Contact Information 
Hours 
Staff Directory 
Visitor Information 
&  LEO Library Catalog 
<~  Research Databases 
Us* Research Toots 
LEO Library Catalog 
Periodical Locator 
Quick Reference 
*     Penodical Locator 
r
  Site Search 
Research Databases 
Research Guides 
Internet Search 
Research By Type 
Find Books 
Find Articles 
Find Journals. Magazines & Newspapers @ JMU 
BY RACHANA Dm i 
senior writer 
JMU Libraries has developed 
a new and improved Web site, 
focusing largely on a revised lay- 
out and easier accessibility for 
students and faculty. 
The previous JMU Librar- 
ies Web site had existed since 
1997, said Jennifer Keach, head 
of the Web projects team for re- 
designing the Web site. Ideas 
for a new Web site, Keach said, 
had been brewing for a very long 
time. "On the old Web site, there 
weren't a lot of ways to share the 
new stuff," Keach said. 
The proj- 
ect was of- 
ficially an- 
nounced 
After more than a year of reworking Its Web site, JMU Libraries unveiled Its new design and features. JMU Libraries anounced 
the project In January 2004 and began conducting usability testing last October. 
research databases was also a key 
pnority, and will continue to be 
through Phase Two. "We started 
using a lot more databases," Keach 
said. "We're going to keep adding 
resources to help people more." 
Research guides are anoth- 
er new feature of the Web site, 
which allow students of a par- 
ticular ma|or to look up news 
and other findings related to that 
field. The Web site also has cheat 
sheets for citing sources from 
various types of publications. 
To improve database acces- 
sibility, Keach said many links to 
new databases have been moved 
up to the front page. Usability test- 
ing was also a huge 
factor in decid- 
ing what changes 
wen?  needed  for fl      in     „/% . f. •      •   i           
January 2004.       UUT gUldlllg principle    the research data- 
Phase     One 
of   the  proj- 
ect     worked 
mainly on the 
unification — Paul Wamnler   conducting usabil 
weo manager w .   .    . 
' wastomake'it'llheWeb %$%£& 
brarian for Carrier 
Library has been site I more unified." 
and redesign 
of the first 
page. Before- 
hand, all li- 
braries   used  
different sites 
with different 
layouts, but a lot of the informa- 
fion would overlap. 
Paul Wampler, Web manag- 
er for libraries and educational 
technologies, emphasized how 
unity between the sites was es- 
sential in their redesign. 
Wampler was responsible 
mainly for the architecture of the 
new site. "Our guiding principle 
was to make it more unified," 
Wampler said. All of the librar- 
ies Web sites now have the same 
logo and follow the same layout 
and color scheme. 
Improving the extensive list of 
new Web site since 
October 2004. 
The usability 
   tests listed a se- 
ries of tasks on 
the Web site for 
the  participants to complete, 
and requires the participation 
of at least five students and 
one faculty member. Fagan and 
other members of the Web proj- 
ects team used that information 
to help redesign the front page 
and the databases. 
Upcoming additions to the 
Web site will include a site index, 
a glossary and thesaurus and a 
message board for students to 
comment on their usage of dif- 
ferent databases. More informa- 
tion regarding the new Web site 
can be found at lib.jmu.edu. 
Dining services offers 
new meal plan options 
Students now have more choices when eating on campus 
BY KAIIH O'DOWD 
senior writer 
Changes in JMU meal plans have result- 
ed in a record-setting year for their sales. 
The changes in meal plans are pro- 
viding students with more options 
than ever before both on and      _^m 
off campus. Currently, JMU 
offers three meal plans for 
on-campus students  and 
seven for off-campus stu- 
dents. 
The SGA food commit- 
tee had requested an addi- 
tional 7* meal plan, which 
was implemented for the fall 
semester. "^ 
Stephanie Hoshower, Dining 
Services operations director,  said the 
modifications "appear to be popular 
changes because more students have 
purchased a meal plan this year than 
COMBO MEM 
ever before." 
JMU's meal plans differ from other 
schools' plans, offering the unique op- 
tion of double punching, or being able 
to use two punches to pay for a single 
meal Mondays through Thursdays. Din- 
ing Services nas not found an- 
^^^^ other school with this choice, 
Hoshower said. 
JMU also offers Duke 
Deals, which is set up 
like a combo meal in 
which you can pick cer- 
tain menu items for the 
price equivalent of a 
punch, and meal equiva- 
lency at Market One, PC 
■^^^ Dukes   and   Festival.   Stu- 
dents also can punch with an 
$8.50 equivalency three times a se- 
mester at Madison Grill. 
"Most other schools just have meal 
swipes for the all-you-can-eat places and 
declining balances for the retail opera- 
tions," Hoshower said. 
An additional $25 was added to all 
meal plans that already included Din- 
ing Dollars. Commuters who had plans 
that previously contained no Dining 
Dollars will now receive an extra $50 
if they had one of the two commuter 
dining plans. 
Eacn plan includes a set number 
of punches per week. All the plans 
now include Dining Dollars, which 
can be used in campus dining fa- 
cilities, vending machines and some 
concession stands. 
Students have expressed agreement 
that the extra Dining Dollars will be a ben- 
efit, especially at the ends of semesters. 
"I have the five punch plan with 
$250 Dining Dollars and 1 like how they 
added the $25 in dining because toward 
the end of the semester, I tend to run 
out," |unior Ashley Mangano said. 
^~    zr         — KM 
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AMY B\TT-.RSON p*u>io rdimr 
Freshmen Jenna Hutchens and Andrew Owen punch at Duke* with their 
meal plane. A new meal plan was released this semester, helping make 
It the best-selling year for meal plans yet. 
Organizations brainstorm lor Katrina relief 
AMY PATTJ(SON/pA.*.fJir,.i 
Melanle Bullock explains her experiences In Atlanta to representatives from student 
organizations Wednesday at 7 p.m. In Transitions. The representatives gathered to brainstorm 
Ideas for Hurricane Katrina relief efforts on campus. 
Student solicited by 
false administrator 
Identity theft from 
campus resident 
suspected 
Wednesday, a female campus resident 
fell prey to a suspected identity theft 
scam by a caller perpetrating as I JMU 
administrator. 
The )MU Police Department reported 
a suspicious call was made to the resident 
student by an individual seeking person- 
ally identifiable information, which could 
later be used for identity theft. 
JMU Police said no names were being 
released from the incident and that it oc- 
cured on campus. 
Yesterday morning, the student received 
a phone call between 9 and 9:30 a.m. from 
an unknown female. The caller identified 
herself as a JMU administrator who was 
conducting routine university business. 
The caller put the student at ease, 
working to gain her confidence and suc- 
cessfully solicited the student for person- 
al information. 
Because the student thought the call 
was legitimate, she had no reservations 
about giving her personal information. 
She was asked for and save her social 
security number, work address, bank 
savings account number, credit card 
information, personal address and tele- 
phone number. 
The JMU officer confirmed with Card 
Services that the university never con- 
ducts business in this fashion. 
The student was advised to contact 
her credit card company and inform 
them of the incident. She also was ad- 
vised to go to the Consumer Affairs ID- 
Theft Web site and determine what fur- 
ther course of action she should take. 
If a student suspects he or she has 
been a victim of identify theft, JMU Po- 
lice recommend he or she go to consum- 
er gov/idtheft or call l-(877)-IDTHEFT at 
the Federal Trade Commission. 
Presentlv, all details the department 
knows have been sent out in a release. 
The )MU PD asks that the message ol 
the incident be posted on bulletin boards or 
that they be contacted should student*, have 
any information regarding the incident. 
Those with information are requested 
to submit it either by telephone at x86911, 
in person at Shenandoah Hall at the cor- 
ner of Patterson and South Main Street, 
by e-mail at publtcsafety or anonymously 
through "Silent Witness" at jmu.edu/pub- 
safety/SilentWrittess.shtml. 
— from staff reports 
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Just a click e i 
away rrom cash 
I your stuff in The Breeze Classifieds! 
1cww.tnebree2c.org irnissifieat 
_pw trices -   tjosr i-noa - LOW, LOW. LOW Knees - nest t-q, 
ofi#3i/~LL: r i China Express 
Free Delivery (540) 568-9899  I 
Flex and Credit Card     Sun-Thu until 1am   o 
Accepted & Fr'"Sat unt'l 2am   * 
Super Combo 
SC1   ChlcKen Broccoli 
SC2   Pork, Chicken, Beat or Shrimp Chow Mem 
SC3   Sweet and Sour Chicken 
SC4   Sweel and Sour Pork 
SCS   Moo Goo Gai Pan 
* SC8   Chicken with Garlic Sauce 
* SC7   Hunan Chicken 
SC8   Pork with Mixed Vegetables 
SC9   Mixed Chinese Vegetables 
* SC10 Hunan Vegetables 
SC11 Chicken with Cashew Nuts 
* SC12 Kung Pao Chicken 
* SC13 Szechuan Chicken 
SC14 Almond Chicken or 
* SC1S Hunan Beet 
SC16 Pepper Steak 
SC17 Beef with Broccoli 
* SC18 Szechuan Beet 
SC19 Jumbo Shrimp with Lobster Sauce 
SC20 Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables 
* SC21 Hunan Shrimp 
SC22 Triple Delight 
* SC23 General Tso's Chicken 
SC24 Sesame Chicken 
SC25 Four Seasons 
SC26 Pork, Chicken, Beet, or Shrimp Lo Mein 
SC27 Chicken with Vegetables 
* SC28 Orange Flavored Chicken 
' Indicates Spicy (can be altered to taste) 
BEST 
CHINESE! 
Voted #1 by The 
Breeze readers lor 
Hburq's Hot List- 
FREE DELIVERY 
$10.00 minimum 
(limited area) 
$6.95 All come with 
Sweet and Sour Chicken 
Spring Roll 
8 oz. Plain Fried Rice 
and choice of soup: 
Wonton, 
Egg Drop, 
or Hot and Sour 
Find us on the 
web at: 
I www.GoLookOn.com 
1031 Port Republic Rd 
Harrisonburg 
Try Our New Specials 
$7.45 
Bourbon Chicken 
Lemon Chicken 
Amazing Chicken 
•o-j MO-) MO"1 - pooj jsag - saouj AAOI 'MOT 'MO-J - pooj 
OFmcl y&MJvr *&reie£ 
Anthony-Seeger Hall 
Music Building 
Duke Hall 
Millar Hall 
Burruss Hall 
Carrier Library 
Keezell Hall 
Wilson Hall 
Hoop Hall 
Harrison Hall 
Warron Hall 
PC Dukes 
Taylor Hall 
D-Hall 
Market One 
Athletic Performance 
Cantor 
Godwin Bus Stop 
Zano Showkor Hall 
CISAT 
Fostival 
Grace Street House 
Facilities Management 
Art Studio 
Shenandoah 
Wellington 
Mike's Mini Mart 
Theatre II 
Wampler 
Jackson Hall 
Maury Hall 
Moody Hall 
Hoffman Hall 
Varner House 
Frye 
Bridgeforth Stadium 
Bridgeforth Football Office 
Parking Services 
Godwin Hall 
Chandler Hall 
Sonner Hall 
Bookstore 
Mr. Chips 
Huffman Hall 
Frederikson Hall 
Sheldon Hall 
Johnston Hall 
Alumnae Hall 
Hillcrest House 
Festival Center 
BW 3s 
Port Road Exxon 
China Express 
Ashby Crossing Clubhouse 
Texaco 
Hole in the Wall 
Calhouns/R'ham Thoatro 
Artful Dodgor 
Luigi's 
Liberty Gas Station 
Neighbors 
Sunchase Apartments 
Clubhouse 
JMU Convocation Canter 
CISAT Bus Stop 
University Recreation 
Cantor 
Alumni Cantor 
Cinnamon Boar Bakery 
and Doll 
Simplo Ploasuras 
Ham's Restaurant 
RT's Chicken 
Hoavanly Ham 
JMU Postal Services 
Mr. J's Bagals 
Massanutton Rag. Library 
I 
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Students may experience school loan cuts 
BY TAWNEE PRAZAK 
THZ DAILY AZTEC 
Senate aides are looking to cut 
funding  from  federal  student   loan 
Programs, including the Perkins Loan 
rogram, which could result in a loss 
of $7 billion in financial aid. Although 
the House Education Committee vot- 
ed to preserve the Perkins Loan Pro- 
!;ram this July, Congress is working on 
egislation that would decrease aid of- 
fered to students in higher education. 
With college prices on a continu- 
ing upward slope, organizations 
such as the Coalition of Higher Edu- 
cation Assistance Organization have 
lobbied to Congress on the impor- 
tance of keeping loans available to 
students. 
"Students have to somehow come 
up with money for the rising costs of 
college, and Perkins loans are a low- 
interest way of doing that," Harrison 
Wadsworth. the executive director of 
COHEAO, said. "Students need these 
funds to finance their education." 
Nearly 70 percent of financial aid 
money comes from the federal govern- 
ment most of this being in the form of 
loans, according to cotlegeboard.com. In 
the 2004-'05 school year at San Diego 
State, students received $1.8 million in 
Perkins loans. Students also received 
direct loans, including $43.2 million in 
subsidized loans and $28.7 million in 
unsubsidized loans. 
However, the White House wants 
to create savings in order to reduce the 
deficit which would include cuts to fi- 
nancial aid, Chris Collins, the associate 
director of the Office of Financial Aid 
and Scholarships, said. 
"With the budget and instruction 
by the Bush administration. Congress 
was told to make savings from student 
financial aid to fund other programs," 
Collins said. "Anytime aid is being re- 
duced, it has a negative impact on stu- 
dents." 
Bush's 2006 fiscal-year budget calls 
for the elimination of Perkins loans, 
according to a press release by CO- 
HEAO. But given the competitiveness 
of today's economy, a quality college 
education is vital for student success 
and maintaining loans is part of that, 
the press release said. 
"1 would prefer to have as much 
federal money as possible available to 
me," civil engineering junior Todd Tay- 
lor said. "I'm no longer working, and I 
need to support my family." 
Taylor, who is married with three 
children, said in addition to a Pell Grant 
he is looking to receive both a Perkins 
Loan and direct loans. 
Perkins Loans boast a low 5 percent 
interest rate and an annual maximum of 
$4,000 can be awarded. However, there 
is a finite amount of money available 
and a student must meet very specific 
qualifications to receive a Perkins Loan. 
If a student is not eligible for a Per- 
kins Loan, he or she can look to direct 
loans offered at SDSU. Most common is 
a subsidized loan, in which the govern- 
ment pays interest while the student is 
still in school. Also offered is an unsub- 
sidized loan, in which interest begins to 
accumulate as soon as it is borrowed. 
Qualifications for each loan depend 
on a student's expected family income, 
which is determined by filling out a 
Free Application for Federal Student 
Aid, Collins said. 
Loans are granted from a revolving 
fund in which the university matches 
the federal portion given. In recent 
years, however, there nave been no ad- 
ditional federal capital contributions, 
and Congress now wants to pull back 
the federal portion of funds to relieve 
the US. deficit, Collins said. 
"With the help of students and 
people staffed in higher education," 
Wadsworth said, "(we) need to let 
Congress know of the importance of 
(loans). 
"Students need the program." 
For the 2005-'06 school year, the esti- 
mated average undergraduate student's 
cost of off-campus living and education 
at SDSU is $16,842; the average cost 
of living on campus is estimated to be 
$17318, according to the Office of Fi- 
nancial Aid and Scholarships. As a re- 
sult receiving financial aid is necessary 
for many students to meet these costs. 
Senate and House action is not ex- 
pected until later this year, as stated in 
the press release by COHEAO. In the 
meantime, Wadsworth said to prevent 
the passage of legislation that would 
negatively impact aid, it is important 
for students and staff in higher edu- 
cation to be aware and let Congress 
know how vital financial aid, such as 
the Perkins Loan Program, is for a suc- 
cessful education. 
Study shows depression 
strikes college campuses 
BY GARRET CONDON 
THE HAKTTOKD COUHANT 
When Aimee Belisle of Woonsocket, R.I., was 
a freshman at Bentley College in Waltham, Mass., 
she thought that crying herself to sleep every night 
was normal. She became moody and began skip- 
ping meals. By her junior year, she was cutting her- 
self. Thaf s when a college friend took her — car- 
ried her — to the college counseling center. 
There, she was linked up with one-on-one talk 
therapy, and a psychiatrist retained by the college 
Erescribed the anti-depressant ['axil Although 
elisle had setbacks along the way, she said the 
treatment for depression turned her life around. 
She graduated in 2002 and became an advocate for 
depression screening. She made her battle part of 
her successful bid to become Miss Rhode Island 
2004. 
The reason she resisted getting treatment ear- 
lier in her college career, Belisle said, is that she 
thought that "depression is for older people." But 
depression, anxiety, sleep disorders, eating disor- 
ders and even suicide are very much part of college 
life these days, and experts in the field speak of the 
"college mental health crisis." The American Medi- 
cal Association, prompted by the American Psychi- 
atric Association, agreed this year to undertake a 
study of the problem. 
Nearly half of college students in a recent sur- 
vey reported that at some point in time they were so 
depressed that they could not function. Nearly 15 
Crcent of college students reported that they had 
i*n diagnosed with depression. About 10 percent 
reported that they had considered suicide at least 
once. There are more than 1,100 suicides on college 
campuses each year, making it the second-leading 
cause of death, after accidents, among students. 
And although stress has always been a part 
of collegiate life, there is evidence the burden of 
mental illness has gotten worse in recent years. Dr. 
Richard Kadison, chief of the Mental Health Service 
at Harvard University Health Services and co-au- 
thor of "College of the Overwhelmed: The Campus 
Mental Health Crisis and What To Do About It," 
cites a 2003 study done at Kansas State University 
looking at student mental health complaints from 
1988 and 2001. In that period, the number of stu- 
dents who had contemplated suicide or had sen- 
ous depression doubled. The number seeking help 
for sexual assault quadrupled. 
Michael Kurland, director of student health 
services at the University of Connecticut in Storrs, 
said if s a nationwide issue. "This is a problem that 
virtually all campuses are facing," he said. The 
psychiatric illnesses diagnosed at college coun- 
seling centers include anxiety disorders, depres- 
sion, eating disorders and substance abuse. Major 
psychiatnc disorders like schizophrenia, although 
much less common, typically first surface during 
the college years. 
Experts keeping tabs on the campus mind-set 
say that whether someone is in college or not the 
18-to-24 age range represents one of life's most jar- 
ring transitions: the beginning of adulthood. 
"It is the first time you're away from home for 
most people," Belisle said. "And it's a lot harder 
than people may think." 
BacKto we Burg 
6:33 Kick-off on Court Square 
Sunday, September 1J, 2005 
Cook-out on the Square @5:33 
f        Contemporary Worship @ 6:33 
Sarah's Ice Cream Truck @ 7:33 
Come as you are! 
First Presbyterian Church on Court Square 
17 N. Court Square 
(across from Calhoun's) 
540-434-6551       www.firstpreshbg.org 
Transportation available from Godwin Hall Lot at 5:15pm 
7:30 pm Tuesday September 13 
**MMU Student Price: $10!!*** 
V. Earl Dickinson Main Stage 
Piedmont Virginia Community College 
Tickets:   434.961.5376 
ORGS: Clubs find new members 
ORGS, from panel 
them," Finch said. Nonetheless, Finch said Stu- 
dent Organization Night gave her an easy outlet 
to pin the clubs she wanted to. 
Student Organization Night was not only 
beneficial to the students. Senior Maria D* Aries, 
president of the fashion design club said Student 
Organization Night was a huge help in publiciz- 
ing her new club. 
"We've only been a club for two years, so we 
haven't had much exposure," D'Aries said. To- 
night we've been encouraging anyone interested 
in fashion to join." 
After iust a couple hours at the event D* Anes 
estimate*; more than 150 people signed the fash- 
ion design dub's e-mail list, giving the FDC 
members a positive feel for the upcoming year. 
"It's really been an unbelievable evening for 
our club," D* Aries said. 
KATRINA: JMU organizations 
meet to discuss hurricane relief efforts 
KATRINA, from page I 
said the team will "continue to 
meet on a regular basis to as- 
sist in relief efforts." 
Tne team will make recom- 
mendations for the university's 
coordinated efforts in terms of 
short-term plans, such as cash 
donations, and long-term plans, 
such as notvpenshables and 
clothes. 
Students wishing to get in- 
volved should contact the mem- 
ber from their respective univer- 
sity division. Harper said. 
In addition to the commit- 
tee, Perrine said several ideas 
had already been mentioned 
for   relief   efforts,    including 
having "all Alternative Spring 
Break trips go to Louisiana or 
Mississippi this year." 
Last night, the SCA 
brought leaders of student 
organizations around campus 
together to participate in t 
brainstorming session for the 
united relief efforts. 
"1 have a feeling the cam- 
pus will be well represented/' 
senior Linda Oppe. SGA chief 
of staff, said. 
The group will be seeing 
how JMU can help in broad 
ideas, she said. Several ideas 
have already been suggested, 
such as toy drives, food drives, 
school supply drives arid mon- 
etary donations. 
The brainstorming will 
help unite the students in their 
plight to help, Oppe said. 
"The administration said 
they don't want to have multi- 
ple groups doing relief efforts 
when they could have a large 
group," Oppe said. 
Tne university is also creat- 
ing a Web site to prevent fund- 
raising duplicabon among 
groups. Harper said. The site, 
jmu.edu/katrtna, will provide 
information on the university's 
efforts and will be up by the 
end of the week. 
It will "help us know what 
the greatest needs are through- 
out the year so we can respond 
appropriately," Harper said. 
Ashby. Crossing 
Homeless??? 
Ashby still has Apartments 
available for you 
So stop by Ashby today, and 
move in right away! 
Offering short-term leases 
Rent Includes: 
-Free Cable 
-Free Phone 
-Free Ethernet 
If9f Devon Lane 
Harrisonburg, VA 
432-1001 
info@ashbycrossing.com 
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HOUSK EDITORIAL 
Kanye West's charity message detrimental to relief effort 
and- 
"George Bush doesn't care 
about black people." 
Last Friday, rapper Kanye 
West made this claim — 
among others — on NBC's 
nationally broadcast tele- 
thon for hurricane Katrina 
survivors. 
West, with Mike Myers, 
hosted a segment of the tele- 
thon together. Myers diligent- 
ly read his lines off the Tele- 
PrompTer while West strayed 
far a field, and instead gave 
a speech criticizing the gov- 
ernment's handling of the 
crisis in New Orleans, espe- 
cially in regard to the poor 
and black people there. He 
even claimed the media was 
unfairly depicting blacks as 
looters instead of citizens try- 
ing to survive. 
While West's views are le- 
gitimate — and may even be 
well-founded — his political 
diatribe was inappropriate 
in this situation and counter- 
productive to his goals. 
Any person has the right 
to criticize the government, 
and it would be criminal for 
that right to be limited. The 
trouble is, however legal 
West's comments may be, 
they were tasteless because 
of the vehicle that delivered 
them. West exploited his rote 
as a telethon host and, in do- 
ing so, did a great disservice 
to the people he was trying 
to help. 
West's words should 
have exhorted viewers to do- 
nate money, time, blood or 
anything to the New Orleans 
refugees. Instead, he man- 
aged to confuse and alien- 
ate viewers who may have 
otherwise been amiable and 
offered no substitute — New 
Orleans survivors cannot eat 
or drink political debates, 
nor will they get them reset- 
tled any faster. His role was 
to raise money and provide 
a trustworthy face — the 
face of someone who will 
use the money people sent 
in for good, not politics. 
West's speech contrasts 
with the other recent, leg- 
endary departure from script 
— comedian (on Stewart's ap- 
pearance on CNN's "Cross- 
fire" last year. While both 
were abrasive, Stewart's com- 
ments came in an appropriate 
time and place. He was on a 
show that encouraged the air- 
ing of opinions and the dis- 
cussion of them. While it may 
be considered rude to insult 
the hosts of the show you ap- 
pear on, Stewart ultimately 
did no harm (unless his seg- 
ment was a contributor to the 
show's cancellation). 
West potentially harmed 
not only the telethon's suc- 
cess — a bit of a stretch, since 
most people are sympathetic 
to the cause anyway — but 
also to the credibility of his 
political views. Voters gener- 
ally don't like hotheads and 
it will be difficult for West 
to gain general support for 
his views. This is unfortu- 
nate, since he did and does 
voice legitimate criticism of 
the handling of the crisis. Hi» 
views should be discussed, 
but he would have done bet- 
ter to voice them through the 
news media, political events 
or even his music. Instead, he 
came across as rash, random 
and insensitive to the actual 
needs of New Orleans. 
THK WRITING ON THE WALL 
Katrina relief obviously biased in color and class 
BY BRIAN GOODMAN 
STAFF WRfTEK 
Try as I might, I cannot find a positive 
thing to say in the wake of Hurricane 
Katrina, save that it was aptly named. 
I know a girl from Staten Island named 
Katrina and she is more than capable of 
taking out a small U.S. metropolis when 
she gets going. 
Beyond that, I'm fresh out of ideas 
— as was Washington, which dragged its 
feet getting to New Orleans more than 
1 will down the aisle. The government 
made it to Baghdad quicker than they 
made it to Louisiana. 
It's not that we didn't know Katrina 
would be such a she-devil of a storm. It's 
not that we didn't know that New Or- 
leans was precariously located below sea 
level and supported by an antiquated le- 
vee system, which we have long neglect- 
ed. And it's not that we didn't know that 
the aty had such an oppressively high 
poverty rate that evacuation would be a 
hopeless mess, since many of the now- 
refugees were too poor to leave and too 
economically tied to the area to have had 
anywhere else to go. 
It's that we didn't care. The only rea- 
son it could be said that the government 
was caught with its pants down would be 
because they were snowipg the people of 
New Orleans to stick it. 
The Big Easy — where over two-thirds 
of the population is black and almost one 
third of the population is below the poverty 
line — was apparently expendable and the 
demographics of the survivors proved the 
point. Beyond the extremely elderly and 
sick, or the random despondent tourist, 
there was hardly a white face among them. 
Come hell or high water — and in 
this case, both — the United States would 
not have left middle-class white people 
stranded on rooftops for a full business 
week. As loath as I am to agree with Mi- 
chael Moore on even the color of green 
grass, he is right — this would never 
have happened to Kennebunkport. 
These thousands who could not 
evacuate were moved to the Superdome 
or joined armed bands of roving looters, 
turning the entire city into our very own 
home-grown Third World country. The in- 
side of the Superdome became our model 
Chilean soccer stadium, the outside was 
our excellent rendition of an Ethiopian 
rescue mission, and the rest of New Or- 
leans was a wonderful amalgamation of 
Sri Lanka and Darfur. 
Being the worldwide policeman- 
con-rescue worker that we are, our 
sluggish and inept response to a disas- 
ter on our own soil was an international 
embarrassment.   Occasionally   willing 
and always able to pitch a hand in ev- 
erything from AIDS research to tsunami 
reconstruction, we were incapable of 
preventing the e sential disappearance 
of one of our own cities. 
But perhaps 1 cannot be so critical 
of the government for their lack of in- 
terest, tor they were affluent white col- 
lege kids once too, and none of us seem 
to care much. From the comfort of the 
sheltered collegiate bubble we call "the 
real world," the loss of an entire Ameri- 
can city has not affected our lives much 
at all, save for our ability to gas up the 
cars our parents bought us. 
In myself and all of us, I am seeing 
the same removed disinterest, the "I 
feel your pain" arms-length pity, which 
my fellow New Yorkers were spoon-fed 
in the wake of 9/11; our response this 
time around is even more apathetic. Ev- 
erywhere, we middle-class white kids 
are sighing at news broadcasts, lament- 
ing to our likeminded friends at how 
hard our manicured lives are at $3.09 a 
gallon, and then returning to our dry, 
un-submerged and water damage-less 
apartments and dorm rooms to watch 
"Desperate Housewives." 
Life goes on — for those of us who are 
not expendable, at least. 
Brian Goodman is a junior communica- 
tions major 
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A '^iid-you-miss-trie-srianng-les»orHn-kirKlergarten?" dart 
to the two motorcycle drivers who live in the um apart- 
ment and still take up two spaces with their small bikes. 
From your neighbor who doesn't appreciate parking a block 
away because you two aren't considerate. 
A "thanks-for-your-time-and-generosity" pat to the 
student who put my loosened bicycle chain back in place 
(getting a set of greasy hands in the process) last Friday 
afternoon. 
From a grateful IMU staff member and novice bicycle rider, 
just trying to save some gas money by commuting by bicycle. 
A "the-Quad-is-not-for-lomication" dart to the cou- 
ple who was all but having sex on the Quad and almost 
knocked over a poor guitarist. 
From some disturbed senior girls who were enjoying the mu- 
sic much more than the porn 
A "you-are-a-lifesaver" pat to the person who found 
my wallet in a parking lot and proceeded to call my dentist 
because it was the only number he could find in order to 
contact me. 
From a senior who was able to celebrate her 21st in style be- 
cause she actually had money to do so. 
A "way-to-be-a-sickerung-pnck" dart to the immature, 
desperate and completely offensive jerk in the Village who 
feels the need to advertise his penis in his window for ev- 
eryone to see. 
From the entire female population at IMU, who is repulsed 
A "trutttl^for-piovmg-that-college-stuc^ts-care-trMnake- 
a-difference" pat to the boy who, although seriously late for 
class, took the time to contribute to the Humcane Relief fund. 
From a box office employee who admires your generosity and 
hopes that other JMU students will follow your lead. 
A "chilvary-is-not-dead" pat to the two guys who gave 
me $1.25 at 7:30 a.m. for my morning Mountain Dew after 
hearing how I forgot my JAC Card at home. 
From a senior girl who was thankful srur urns able together 
caffeine after an already long morning. 
A "thanks-so-much-for-breaking-the-lock-on-my-door" 
dart to the drunk guy that attempted to get into my apart- 
ment on Saturday at 4.30 a.m. looking for his hat that he 
obviously left somewhere else. 
Fromaiumor girl who had to spend the rest of the night talk- 
ing to the police, getting her door repaired, trying to calm down 
her visiting grandmother and help furr mother with her now bro- 
ken nose. 
Orh THK WIKI 
Battling bad consumerism 
Bv MECAN SCHULZ 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN COLU.CIAS 
Last night I had a nightmare that a 
pair of Crocs shoes were being nailed 
to my feet Jesus-on-the-cross style. 1 
woke up just in time to save myself 
from becoming a human saenhee to 
bad footwear. The dream made me 
think of other times when someone's 
terrible choice in fashion ruined a rest- 
ful night's sleep or a good meal. 
Crocs were originally made as a 
boating shoe because of tneir slip-resis- 
tant soles. 1 see them in a multi-colored 
abundance at CSU, and yet there doesn't 
appear to be any boats in sight. Many of 
us don't even have enough money to af- 
ford a boat but we an? willing to slap 
down $30 to buy a pair of foam ihoes 
that make us feel like we own a boat. Or 
maybe they are just that comfortable. 
Halfway through this column, 1 re- 
alized that I was pondering why peo- 
ple dress the way they do. I've been 
thinking about something so petty and 
insignificant when there are people 
in parts of our country who have lost 
all of their possessions and don't even 
have the choice whether to pop their 
collars or not. Then I wanted to kick 
myself when I remembered that just a 
week ago, I bought over $200 worth of 
clothes. I already have a closet full of 
clothes! I haven't even taken the time 
to say a prayer for the victims of Hur- 
ricane Katrina because 1 have been so 
caught up in my own life. 
from time to time, my life is jeop- 
ardized by an alarming disease. This 
(iis.',is.' is i.ilk-d ainsumensm and bf 
cause of it I need iastant gratification 
and material possessions to satisfy me. I 
know I'm not the only one who suiters 
from this, or else the advertising indus- 
try would be out of business. While I am 
busy thinking of myself, there arc people 
all over the world who have nothing. 
It seems that for every 15 com- 
mercials on MTV, only one of them is 
a public service announcement urging 
us to help the Red Cross or a similar 
organization. This is probably true for 
many other television channels as well. 
We have a one in 15 chance of being 
affected by something positive. And 
yet the messages in these commercials 
aren't even something that we should 
have to be told. It should be instinctive 
to help others, especially when they 
cannot help themselves. 
Now I have succeeded in putting 
myself on a serious guilt trip. 1 guess 
what I'm trying to learn here is that 
maybe I don't have to give up clothes, 
TV and other trivial things as long as 
I remember that there is a bigger pic- 
ture outside of my own little world 
that needs to be recognized. And even 
if 1 don't do something to help others 
in a direct way, I can better myself by 
setting aside some ol my thoughts tor 
those less fortunate. Bad fashion may 
be uasettling, but there are plenty of 
others things that are worse. 
Megan Schulz is columnist for Colo- 
rado State University's Rocky Moun- 
tain Collegian. 
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BREEZE PERSPECTIVES 
The truth behind the Second Amendment 
BY BOIBV MCMAHON 
CONTRIBUTING warm 
As the confirmation hearings of Supreme Court hopeful 
John Roberts begin, and with the passing of Chief Justice 
William Rehnquist, constitutional issues are again brought 
to the forefront of the political debate. Thus, a thorough and 
true knowledge of the Bill of Rights is vital to understand- 
ing the proceedings (not to mention appearing smarter than 
your friends and colleagues), though most of the American 
populace's comprehension of the Bill of Rights is incom- 
plete. Allow me to educate on an important constitutional 
question that was the result of one of the greatest sins of a 
younger United States. 
Originally, the Second Amendment had little to do with 
firearms and more to do with the most feared and efficient 
unit of Revolutionary times: the Bear militia. The Continen- 
tal Army recruited both black and brown bears fleeing from 
British oppression in Canada, and set to work training them 
in the task of conventional warfare. Outfitted with specially 
made Bear-sized muskets and green neckties, the individual 
units of bears were lead by veterans of the French and In- 
dian Wars, who were usually smarter than the average bear 
soldier These elite units of bears proved to be the most ef- 
fective weapon against the British. 
The 1st Bear Battalion, under the leadership of General 
Robert "Smokey" Adams, helped defeat the British at Tren- 
ton, Saratoga, and outside Philadelphia. Their most impres- 
sive victory, however, came at the decisive battle of York- 
town, where a well-timed pincer maneuver cut off a British 
retreat and helped secure Comwallis's surrender. After the 
surrender, the Bear militia looked to serve an integral role in 
the defense capability of the young nation. 
Times, however, soon changed. After the Peace Trea- 
ty of Paris, the Continental Army disbanded, leaving 
upwards of 20 separate bear militias and more than 900 
bears with no means of supporting themselves. To sur- 
vive, they began to roam the countryside, stealing picnic 
baskets and generally running amok, and, while most 
Americans respected and valued the bears' contribution 
to the Revolutionary effort, they strongly felt that some 
sort of governance had to be placed on the bears. At the 
start of the Constitutional Convention, a vastly divided 
delegation knew they had to find a satisfactory answer 
to the "bear" question. 
In the Second Amendment, the Convention found its 
compromise. The bears could keep their bear-sized mus- 
kets and militias but would have to be regulated by the 
government. Thus, the original amendment stated, "Being 
necessary to the security of a free State, the right to arm 
bears shall not be infringed in a well regulated Militia." 
Years later, due to a disastrous and ill-timed spillage of 
ale, the original amendment was lost in 1831, and upon 
secretly rewriting the amendment, President Andrew Jack- 
son changed the wording to its present form, sending the 
bears westward to a reservation nicknamed "Jellystone." 
He then mandated that all record of the bear militias' vital 
importance to the freedom of this grand nation be erased 
from the record, and as a result, little evidence of the bear 
militia's existence remains today. 
While constitutional scholars and politicians debate and 
discuss the correct interpretation of the Constitution and 
Bill of Rights, the issue of arming bears has been completely 
forgotten in this nation. Today, bears have fallen from their 
once lofty status as protectors of America to the depths of 
television advertisement and nature photography. So, when 
the Senate Judiciary Committee grills John Roberts on his 
reading of the Constitution, think about all the brave bears 
that continue to be denied their original Constitutional 
rights, and think of a future when humans and bears can 
again work hand in paw. 
Bobby McMahon is a senior political science major, and is 
working on a non-fiction work detailing the military importance 
of the bear militia. 
I.ii IKKS u> IUB EDITOR 
Free Thinkers need to rethink 
Monday, at about twilight, 1 was 
suckered into attending Student 
Organization Night in the Convoca- 
tion Center It was quite an adven- 
ture navigating my way through 
the scads of people, crowded in 
narrow alleyways. Every club was 
screaming out, literally yelling for 
the attention of students. Each or- 
ganization had a special way of 
advertising. Some confronted stu- 
dents directly, while others enticed 
students with bowls of goodies. The 
goodies were in fact delicious. 
One particular organization took 
a fairly creative route. They created 
T-shirts with the message "Got Je- 
sus? Nope." I did not immediately 
pass judgment on the student; I 
waited to look at the back of his 
shirt to see if there was any redeem- 
ing text. However, the back only 
advertised for the JMU Free Think- 
ers club. I was baffled; absolutely 
astonished. 1 was not surprised by 
the message of the shirt. In fact, I 
have become increasingly toler- 
ant of students' opinions, and their 
right to voice them. What perplexed 
me most was the logic behind the 
shirt. The shirt was not targeted at 
religion as a whole, but at a spe- 
cific religion, Christianity. It made 
me ask myself, why is it fair to say 
that Christianity is excluded from 
free thinking? It seems as though 
this is a growing trend among col- 
lege students, to oust Christianity 
for the misconceived notion that it 
is intolerant. That conclusion is self 
defeating. If you preach an absolute 
tolerance, you must be able to ac- 
cept some forms of "intolerance." 
If you do not, you then become the 
narrow-minded individual, which 
you so vehemently preach against. 
Again, I'd like to make it quite 
clear that I am not against freedom 
of speech. However, if you wish to 
brand yourself as a free thinker, 
please think twice about what you 
wear. 
David Centofante 
sophomore, justice studies 
Streamer Tradition 
First of all, I'd like to thank you 
all for coming out to the game on 
Saturday vs. Lock Haven — which 
was the most amazing student turn- 
out JMU has ever had for a football 
game. 
. As one of the founding father 
of the streamer tradition, whicr 
was revived in 2004, I'd like to as! 
a few things of you in regards to thi 
streamers. First,-I'd like to ask tha 
the streamers be thrown when thi 
band plays the fight song and tht 
team runs out onto the field — nov. 
led by Duke Dog on a motorcycle 
We'd like for the team to see thi; 
display of spirit as soon as they stej 
out on to the field so that they know 
that we are behind them. 
Most importantly, please do no 
throw the streamers or other object; 
onto the field. A few students wen 
attempting to hit Lock Haven play 
ers and staff, and that is not wha 
the streamers are for. They are U 
be enjoyed by JMU fans, and no 
to be used as projectiles to hurl a 
the opposition. If this continues t< 
happen, I will guarantee that JML 
will no longer allow us to have tht 
streamers at the games. 
The revived streamer traditioi 
came about through the monej 
and hard work of people that reall) 
wanted to see something like thit 
happen for JMU. Please don't ruit 
it for the rest of us by acting inap 
propriately. 
Chris Nahlil 
former studen 
Editorial policies 
Responses to all articles and 
opinions published in The Breeze are 
welcome and encouraged. Letters 
should be no longer than 250 words, 
must include a phone number for 
verification and cin be e-mailed to 
breezeopinion@hotmail.com or mailet 
to MSC 6805 G1, Anthony-Seeger 
Hall, Harrisonburg, VA 22807. The 
Breeze reserves the right to edit all 
submissions (or length or grammatical 
style. 
The house editorial reflects the opinion of 
the editorial hoard as a tWio/e. and is not 
necessarily the opinion of any individual 
star! member of The Breeze. 
Editorial Board 
Nathan Chiantella. editor in chief 
Alex Sirney. managing editor 
Molly Uttle, opinion editor 
The opinions in this section do not 
necessarily reflect the opinion of the 
newspaper, this staff, or 
lames Madison University. 
OFF THE VVIRK 
You should sit down before you read this 
BY Mi-n KNOX 
THE DAILY FUEE PRESS 
I used to think people who insist you 
sit down when they deliver bad news 
were being overly dramatic. I used to roll 
my eyes and remain standing, usually lust 
to spite them, sometimes adding a hair 
toss and a bored glance just to convey 
that, seriously, I could handle it. The key 
phrase here is "used to" — a little over a 
month ago, I stood as one of my closest 
friends in the world told me he was hav- 
ing surgery to remove what was thought 
to be a benign tumor in his brain. 
I should have been sitting down. 
I fought to take a breath as I felt all 
the air leave my lungs, and as the world 
swung around me, I stumbled to the clos- 
est chair and sat down. I stayed in that 
chair for a long time after I hung up with 
him, curled up with my legs tucked un- 
derneath my sweatshirt as the unseason- 
ably cool darkness settled in around me. 
I can't remember exactly what I thought 
about during those few hours, but I re- 
member I kept returning to the thought 
that this couldn't be happening to him, 
and by association, me. 
This was the man who traded smiles 
with me across the dinner table last 
Thanksgiving as my (sometimes over- 
whelming) family jokingly served him 
only a bowl of stuffing, which he openly 
hates. This was the man who drops by 
my office, clear across campus, on late 
nights when he knows I'm stressed, then 
sits outside with me in the chilly Boston 
air and gives me his jacket before I even 
ask for it. This was the man who saves 
Saturday nights once a month to have 
dinner with me, even though he could 
be dining with any number of potential 
girlfriends, because he knows that I'm 
too busy to see him much otherwise. 
When I collapsed in a coughing fit hav- 
ing lunch with him on the coldest day of 
last winter, he asked a GSU employee to 
bring out more of my favorite tea from 
the back room — and paid for it. The list 
goes on, but at that very moment in time, 
I feared the possibility that I may never 
add another memory to it. 
I thought a lot about fear the next 
few days. In my experience, fear is one 
of the few emotions that is completely 
consuming. It grips you in a way that 
anger and sadness, which ebb and flow 
as days and months continue, cannot. 
I was scared to death, but it broke my 
heart to think of how much worse it 
had to be for him and for his family. In 
the almost three years that I've known 
him, I've never talked to him, not even 
for 10 seconds in between classes, when 
he hasn't cracked a joke. But talking on 
the phone with him leading up to the 
surgery was somber, at best. We talked 
about the doctors' appointments, com- 
Eared notes on what information we 
ad come up with when Coogle-ing 
"brain surgery" and went through mun- 
dane details of our lives. I tried desper- 
ately to make him laugh, but because 
my life talents lie in other places than 
comedy, our talks remained unnaturally 
|oke-free. 
The surgery happened while I was on 
vacation abroad, and as I sat in an unfa- 
miliar hotel in Scotland, scrolling through 
my e-mail inbox until I found what I was 
looking for — an e-mail from his mom, 
with 'good news" in the subject line. I 
felt like I finally understood — really un- 
derstood — what friendship in your late 
teens and early 20s means. 
I'll be the first one to admit that, as 
independent as I am, I have a handful 
of friends that I depend on for abso- 
lutely everything. They challenge me, 
they make me laugh, they tell me when 
I'm wrong and support me when I'm 
right. After I left nome my freshman 
year, I found myself naturally more de- 
pendent on my friends than I had ever 
been before, and the physical absence of 
my very supportive parents and brother 
gave me the freedom to really explore 
what it is to form real connections with 
people — people that you can talk to for 
hours about whatever happens to pop 
into your mind. 
1 used tc take it for granted that 
my friends would never be more than 
a phone call away. I used to think that 
the people I love were invincible, that 
bad or tragic things always happened 
somewhere outside my periphery, out 
in the proverbial real world. I used to 
be cynical enough — or maybe stupid 
enough, I don't know — to think that 
nothing could ever shock me so much 
that I would have to sit down when I 
heard it. Long story short: 1 know bet- 
ter now. 
Merrill Knox is a columnist for Boston 
University's The Daily Free Press. 
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JM's AUT0 SERVICE 
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SUPER CROSSWORD 
ACROSS 
1 Bnmless hal 
4 Enlenain or Erito? 
9 Trophy or city district? 
14 Be an accomplice or 
wager? 
18Sill>sok> 
20 Chemical element 
21 Less adorned 
22 O'Hara homestead 
23 Minus 
24 Doll 
25 Marsh bird 
26 Ken of "thirtysome 
thing" 
27 Waterfalls 
29 Furrow 
31 Emotionally 
arduous 
33 Spouses no more 
34 - cotta 
36 Peculiar 
37 De Milk or 
Moore he ad 
39 Be in a pageant 
41 George of "Just 
Shoot Me" 
45 Thickens 
46"- is me!" 
47 Fish for a dish 
49 Shady spot 
51 Goal 
52 Simple shelters 
54 "Got - You Into My 
Life" ('66 song) 
56 Figure of interest? 
57 Mao ■ -rung 
58 Land or beacon? 
60 Mead's milieu 
62 Canonized Mile 
63 Eulogy 
65 At • for words 
68 Result 
70 It really smells 
71 Spoil 
72 Rent- - 
73 Morsel for Dumbo 
76 Error 
78 Obsolete title 
81 Lend an - (listen) 
82 Schipa or Bergonzi 
84 Quantity or steed? 
86 Cry of discovery 
88 Panicle 
90 Automaton 
92 French couturier 
93 Soho snack 
94 Varnish ingredient 
96 Fall decoration 
98 Creepy Christopher 
99 Jeweler's weight 
101 Link 
103 Looked like Hook? 
105 Planned a burglary 
l06Uh-uh 
108 Yorkshire features 
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109 David's instrument 
110 Cavorts in the pool 
115 Make lace 
116 Trees-to-be 
120 Pub orders 
121 Cover story? 
123 Fuming 
125 Authentic 
126 Barren or Jaffe 
127 Romeo and Juliet 
128 Neighbor of Mali 
l29ActresiRaines 
130 Perched on or toy? 
131 Make amends or pitch? 
132 Colled or religious 
service? 
133 Drink like a dachshund 
DOWN 
1 Soft mineral 
2 Locality 
3 TV's "Our-Brooks" 
4 Dwells 
5 Ways 
6 "Topaz" author 
7 - Canals 
8 Main course 
9 Like some an 
10 Pale 
11 Like 102 Down 
12 Printer's proof 
13 Expects the worst 
14 Like-of bricks 
15 Pan of Indonesia 
l6"-gobragh!" 
17 Sharp taste 
19 Upward movement or 
.IIUITl.l   ' 
28 Fires 
30 Poetic pots 
32 Concept 
34 Choppers 
35 Opposite or hybnd'' 
37 Tilted or roster? 
38 Private Pyle 
39 Moulin - 
40 Forum fashions 
42 Growl sound 
43 Embarrass or big 
party? 
44 Government game 
45 Purrfect pel? 
46 Singer Barry 
48 Rep rival 
50 "- Petite" 
CS7 song) 
53 Put one's foot down 
55 Big-billed bird    ' 
58 Concerning or 
match? 
59 Sheen 
61 Separately or role? 
64 Hostelry 
66-Crucea.NM 
67 Mountain nymph 
69-Lanka 
72 Blue hue 
73 Compote component 
74 Consumed 
75 Stood up or flower'' 
76 Rock's Los • 
77 Approximately or 
boxing division? 
78 Acted like a dove 
79-Dame 
80 In front of or leader? 
83 Eggy beverage 
85 Jazzman Davis 
87   bran 
89 Cowboy Tom 
91 Essay's big brother 
95 "- on the Run" 
('90 film) 
97 Walter   Mare 
99 Composer Orff 
100 Yeam or steeple 
put? 
102 North African 
feature 
104 Eye pan 
105 Piquant buds 
107 Spartan serf 
109 Can't stand 
110 Poet Teaidale 
111 Scheme 
112 Carson's successor 
113 PDQ, politely 
114 Farm building 
116 It's a long story 
117'94 Jodie Foster film 
118 Extravaganza 
119 Clout a cad 
122 Big- 
124 Wheel pert 
today's 
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Goin' down south 
Dukes travel to 
S.C. to take on 
Chanticleers 
BY MEAGAN MIHALKO 
ASSISTANT SFOKTS IDTTOK 
After shutting out Lock Ha- 
ven University at home last 
weekend, the JMU football team 
will travel to play in another 
non-Atlantic 10 matchup at 
Coastal Carolina University this 
Saturday. 
The Dukes will take on the 
Chanticleers, who were the 2004 
Big South Con- 
ference Cham- 
pions after just 
three years of 
existence and 
were    picked 
to defend their title this season. 
They finished the 2004 season at 
Faottdl 
JMU at CCU 
SaajrOay'pm 
10-1, but the Chanticleers did not 
get a 2004 NCAA playoff bid and 
the Big South was not represent- 
ed in the postseason. 
"Coastal Carolina is mature 
as a football program." coach 
Mickey Matthews said. 'Their 
guys are growing up and the 
team has a lot of speed." 
While the Dukes will look to 
contain their opponent, they will 
be focusing on a lot of the 
sec GAME, pa^ell 
Tight end Caslme Harris turns the corner In the JMU's 
season-opening win against Lock Haven last Saturday. 
Transfer Power 
Quarterback goes 
from backup to 
national champion 
BY CAROLINE MORRIS 
coNTWMrriNc wRrrrn 
Most people are able to look back at a 
certain event or decision that transformed 
their lives — for redshirt junior quarterback 
I ust i ii Rascati. it was his decision to transfer 
to JMU in his second year of college. 
"I decided to transfer and I went 
through the recruiting process again like 
I was in high school," Rascati said. "I was 
just looking for the best place for me, the 
best fit and it was |MU." 
Rascati oversimplifies a journey that took 
him from being a backup behind All-Con- 
ference USA quarterback Stephen LeFors at 
the University of Louisville to starting quar- 
terback of a national championship team. 
A highly-recruited high school player from 
Gainsville, Fla., Rascati had signed with Lou- 
isville with the understanding that he would 
eventually take over for LeFors. When the 
team signed the highly-touted Bnan Brohm 
in 2003, Rascati began to let other schools 
know he was interested in transfernng. 
"I did not know about Justin person- 
ally, but I had coaches on my staff that 
were aware that he had played very well 
as a high school player," JMU coach Mick- 
ey Matthews said. "If l-A guys redshirt as 
freshmen, they want to transfer to I-A A be- 
cause they want to play immediately," 
Players do not have to sit out a year 
when transferring from I-A to l-AA like 
they would if they transferred from one I-A 
program to another. 
Matthews and the coaching staff were 
increasingly attracted to Rascati for two 
reasons. The first was "that he could play; 
he has plenty of athletic ability," Matthews 
said. Although Rascati played spanngly at 
Ixmisville, he threw for 2,223 yards and 22 
touchdowns his senior year of high school 
and was voted all-state two years in a row. 
"|He| has NFL potential. He could play 
on the next level," said Matthews. "He's 6'3, 
225-lbs. and is a very bhght youngster." 
Rascab's quest to become starting quar- 
terback wasn't any easier when he arnved 
at JMU. He had to compete for the starting 
position against redshirt senior Matt LeZotte, 
a three-year starter for the Dukes who had 
passed for 1,753 yards and 13 touchdowns as 
a junior. The two quarterbacks were evenly 
matched throughout training camp and Mat- 
thews recalls the difficult decision he and the 
coaching staff had to make when deciding 
who the starting quarterback would be. 
"We tell our players that we're going 
to play our best player and |LeZotte| knew 
that" Matthews said. "And like-all great 
competitors, Matt did not agree with us and 
I didn't expect him to agree with us. But Mart 
realized that's what we had decided, he was 
a team guy and he went right with it." 
"I think the thing that put Justin over 
the edge was his scrambling ability," sopho- 
more wide receiver L.C. Baker said. "Being 
able to get out of the pocket and do what he 
could do with the ball. He's a playmaker." 
set RASCATI, page 11 
nu PHOTO 
Quarterback Justin Rascati completed 60 percent of his passes In last year's Division l-AA national title run. 
Madison to play in VT Classic 
Frank D Agottlno takes a shot durinf the 
JMU/Ramada Inn Invitational la»t weekend. 
JMU takes on 
Tulsa in opening 
round Friday 
Bv MATTHEW Sross 
SPORTS EDtTOR 
In order for the JMU men's soc- 
cer team to survive against a schedule 
loaded with ranked opponents, the 
Dukes will have to embrace a slight 
paraphrasing of the battle cry of Dark- 
wing Duck, "l-ef s get dangerous." 
"We have to be inventive and find 
ways to be more dangerous," JMU 
coach Tom Martin said at practice 
Tuesday afternoon. "Our schedule 
is one of the toughest in the country. 
People ask what we're going to do 
and we just have to go out and plav." 
Between the tournaments that 
bookend this week, JMU has a week 
of practice that has been, and will 
continue to be, filled with condition- 
ing of all kinds. 
"I wish they could be in better 
shape when they get here, but that's 
nut going to happen," Martin said. 
"We look at it like our preseason 
lasts till the end of September." 
In their own tournament this 
past weekend, the JMU/Ramada 
Inn Invitational, the Dukes split 
their two games, going 1-1, losing to 
Bucknell University 1-0 and beating 
Virginia Tech 1-0 — their only goal 
coming  from sophomore forward 
Lasse Kosko. 
This weekend Madison will head 
to Blacksburg for the Virginia Tech 
Classic where the  
Dukes    will    face    Man's 
Penn    State   and    Soccer 
the University of   JMU«* TUM 
Tulsa. Fnaay 5pm 
"We've played   v**"-™ 
Penn    State   be- 
fore,"   Martin said.  "They've got 
good personnel, they just had a bad 
weekend. They had a lot of starters 
out, but they've been good. 
"Penn State's and Tulsa's teams 
are always in the NCAAs, but playing 
those teams is how you get better." 
see SOCCER, pagr 11 
Dukes to 
take on 
Spartans 
JMU heads to 
UNC-G for 
non-CAA game 
B» JAMES IRWIN 
$ENK>* WWTER 
Dave Lombardo's Dukes 
might think they're looking into 
a mirror when they take on the 
University of North Carolina- 
Greensboro this weekend. 
'They're a lot like us," Lom- 
bardo said. "They're very ath- 
letic. If you don't go down there 
with the right frame of mind 
you can be down 2-0 early." 
Aside from the comparable 
athleticism, the Dukes and the 
Spartans are two » teams that 
might find themselves in simi- 
lar situations at the end of the 
season. JMU, at 3-1, comes in 
as the No. 5-ranked team in 
the Mid-Atlantic region and re- 
ceived votes for this week's na- 
tional top 25. 
"It becomes a good game for 
us," Lombardo said. 'They're a 
team thaf s around the top 10 in 
the Southeast Region. At the end 
of the year when the NCAA com- 
mittee starts looking at significant 
results, this will certainly help us." 
Of course, that all depends 
on how the Dukes play and, 
so far, Lombardo's prediction 
holds true. After sweeping two 
games  in   the 
Women's 
Soccer 
JMU «l UNOG 
Saturday 'pen 
UNC-Oaanaboro 
JMU/Comfort 
Inn Invitation- 
al, the Dukes 
split a pair of 
games, falling 
to the Univer- 
sity of Virginia 1-0 at home be- 
fore rebounding and defeating 
George Washington 2-1 on the 
road. 
"We gave them all they could 
handle and I was excited about 
that," Lombardo said of the 
U.Va. game. 'The benchmark 
was how we played. We lost 1-0 
to them two years ago, but we 
never crossed midfield and we 
defended for 90 minutes. We 
decided to roll the dice because 
we thought we were better soc- 
cer players and we were more 
athletic this time and we gave it 
our best shot." 
Their best shot wasn't 
enough. But it did serve as a 
confidence booster. 
"Its nice to know that we 
can play at that level," senior 
forward Kim Argy said. "When 
we play our game we can play 
with pretty much anyone. It's 
reassuring." 
Argy's play through four 
games has been another source 
of reassurance. After missing 
most of last season with a torn 
ACL, Argy has rebounded, 
scoring two goals and adding 
two assists. 
"She's not 100 percent just 
yet, but she's close," Lombardo 
said. 'There's a little bit of a 
confidence curve that she's get- 
ting stronger with each game." 
Against the Colonials, Argy 
tied the game with six minutes left 
in regulation. She had an assist on 
the game winner in overtime. 
"Sunday was a breakout 
game for her," Lombardo said. 
"She got the equalizer and cre- 
ated I he deciding goal, so that 
was big for her leadership as- 
pect. We're explosive this year. 
We can score goals generally 
when we need to." 
And even though Argy has 
led the way so far, it isn't just 
her. Seven JMU players have 
combined to score nine goals 
this season. 
That was a preseason goal 
for us," Lombardo said. "We 
wanted to share the ball. If Argy 
has a breakout week or two and 
people start clamping down 
on her, then Annie |Lowry| be- 
comes really dangerous. Natalie 
Ewell is back in the mix now. 
We joke that we have offense by 
committee, but they like it." 
Still Lombardo isn't about to let 
his team become overconfident. 
"We're fifth in our region out 
of 52 teams," Lombardo said. 
"None of that means anything 
right now." , 
But the next game does. 
"We've been playing re- 
ally well together," Argy said. 
"We've got to make sure we 
don't have a rough stretch. A 
win like this on the road would 
be huge." 
JMU and UNC-C play Satur- 
day at 7 p.m. 
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BESTLOCATION (1 MILE FROM JMU)!!! BEST PRICES!!! 
Have you always wa nted to d ance? Do you miss y our 
dance classes  from high school?  We have the perfect 
class for you!  Don  t wait any longer - come check us out 
and sign up b efore classes are   filled! 
Advanced* 
•-tmedl* 
and P*te 
BEST VARIETY!!! 
ool of Dance & DANCEWEAR 
1037 S. High Street 
438-0166 
www.dancinmotion.com BEST FACULTY!!! 
The JMU 
Women's Basketball Team 
wants YOU to be a manager! 
If you have ever played basketball or just love the sport...this is the 
job for you! Join us for exciting travels across the United States. Be 
part of a terrific program...come 
and join our team! Please contact 
Nathan Hale at 540.568.6513 or 
e-mail Nathan at halens@jmu.edu. 
Welcome Back StuJenti! 
c 
ABC   CaL 
fares MIU have IrilSted forw 
•<'.,..  • 
BLUE 
RIDGE ft 
WOMEN'S 
HEALTH CENTER, P.L.C. 
Richard E.N. Sedwick, MD, FACOG 
Nancy I Durning, MN, RN-CS, FNP-C 
1885 Port Republic Road 
Harrisonburg, VA 
www.brwhc.yourmd.com 
433-6613 
15% CASH PAYMENT DISCOUNT WITH JMU ID 
1.7 miles east of 1-81 
exit 245 
Bus Route #2 
RTs 
Chicken 6*16) 
***Breakfast Special*** 
Egg £r Cheese 
on a Bagel or Biscuit 
ONLY $0.99!!! 
Served ALL day Saturday and Sunday 
Add Bacon, Ham, or Sausage for $1 more 
Monday - Friday 7am 8pm 
Saturday 9am 8pm • Sunday 11am 4pm 
4380080 
120 University Blvd. (Up from R.gal Ciinmas) 
SOS Advertising 
CUSTOM PRINTED EVERYTHING 
Licensed to Print and Embroider JMU. Names and Logos 
Lowest Prices Guaranteed, We Match or Beat Any Price 
Fastest Turn Around Time and Largest Selection of Items 
T-Shirts, Polos, Sweatshirts, Hats I Search for SOS On GoLookOn.com 
Ladies Apparel, Athletic Apparel I JMU's Favorite Online Resource for 
Magnets, Pens, Glassware, Cups I Businesses, Events, Menus & Coupons 
110 W««t Grici SUMt 
Olfice Plwie 442-S22C 
■MOt*HulMt.CM 
fvKiin8ii»i)W..k.iKi»        JSj 
By Apfoifltnwnl Or CkaNct    j^nj'Mlft 
South 
Main St. 
540-434-4014 
€krcu*ge, 
dream, 
tek 
^^ 
Downtown: 
5W-434-6980 
Waffle Cones .55 Extra 
58 E. Wolfe St. Er 2125 S. Main St., Harrisonburg 
Harrisonburg Baptist Church 
Reaching the next generation for Jesus Christ 
Contemporary Worship     9:00 am 
Bible Study (All Ages)        10:00 am 
Traditional Worship 11:00 am 
A 
N HWgSSl     \ 
col 
--^wsy/ 
* ^
> 
Conlrell Ave. 
SSfer1 
•Parking / A BAPWCHIROI 502 S. Main, Harrisonburg 540|433|2456 hbcAlive.org 
* 
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GAME: Dukes have Carolina on 
their minds as they travel to game 2 
GAME, from page 9 
mistakes they made in the sea- 
son opener. One of the areas of 
focus will be the wide receiv- 
er, where Matthews is still try- 
ing to figure out who will fill 
in for injured junior wide-out 
DO. Boxley. 
"Our receivers broke a lot of 
routes," Matthews said of Sat- 
urday's performance. "We need 
to run more precise routes. 
"We are going to encourage 
the guys to play better, because we 
had some guys not play as well as 
we wanted," Matthews said. 
Matthews said he plans on 
playing the same guys, but also 
would like to get true freshman 
wide receiver Tommie Law- 
rence some more playing time. 
Matthews was also not 
pleased with the way the offense 
performed in general; however, 
one thing he was pleased with 
was junior offensive tackle Co- 
ny Davis's play. Davis, who 
was a preseason All-Amencan 
selection by 1-aa.org, had what 
Matthews called, "the best game 
of his career." 
Sophomore linebacker Jus- 
tin Barnes and transfer junior 
safety Phil Minafield also had 
good games, Matthews said. 
However, it's hard to make 
any judgments on the Dukes' 
overall performance against a 
team like Lock Haven. While 
(Mil's defense was successful, 
it wasn't challenged. 
Things may be different 
against a team like Coastal 
Carolina. They're going to be 
hungry to prove that they did 
deserve a spot in last year's 
playoffs. Plus, they returned 22 
starters from last year's confer- 
ence-winning team. 
They think that this is their 
game," Matthews said. This 
game can put them on the map." 
As far as the overall look at 
Coastal, Matthews describes 
their defense as "multiple and 
the offense as "fairly conven- 
tional." The Chanticleers run 
a West Coast offense and will 
take their shots down the field 
— especially because of their 
Smd speed at receiver, Mat- 
ews said. 
The Chanticleers are com- 
ing off a tough season-opening 
game against Elon University. 
They defeated the Phoenix 17- 
10 last Saturday. 
Kickoff is set for 7 p.m., in 
Conway, S.C. 
RASCATI: Junior returns to lead Dukes squad 
RASCATI, from page 9 
The coachine staff appears 
to have made the right cnoice 
as Rascati went on to complete 
65.4 percent of his passes and 
throw only five interceptions 
in 283 attempts. He even led 
his team to a Division 1-AA 
national championship a sea- 
son ago on the field at Univer- 
sity of Tennessee-Chattanooga, 
which was another school he 
considered before choosing 
JMU. Although he helped lead 
the school to its first ever na- 
tional title on the field, he let 
his older counterpart, LeZotte, 
lead the team off the field. 
■ H e 
knew he'd 
only been 
around the 
guys for 
three or four 
months, and 
he respected 
some of the 
other guys' 
territory as 
far as lead- 
ership, and I 
think a lot of the guys respected 
him for that," said Matthews. 
This year, Rascati will be a 
Rascati 
veteran member of the team and 
he is ready to take his place as a 
leader of the team. 
"Last year, towards the end 
of the season, I gained some of 
that respect and people looked 
towards me — even though 1 
was a sophomore," said Rascati. 
"I'd just like to do that this year 
and lead the team." 
Baker said, "He's definitely 
a leader. He's kind of laid-back, 
but when it gets down the wire, 
he's going to lead you. I'd follow 
Justin any day." 
Who knows where Rascati 
may lead them this year. 
SOCCER: Men travel 
to face ranked opponents 
SOCCEK, from page 9 
Unfortunately, the Dukes won't be as good 
as they can be for a while. 
Missing from the Madison lineup is junior 
midfielder Mark Totten, who has been limited 
by a quad injury with no definite timetable set 
for a full return. 
"Hopefully, he can give us a game this week- 
end,'' Martin said. "Henad limited playing time 
last weekend, but he wasn't the same." 
Last season, Totten was second in goals 
scored with six in 19 games behind junior mid- 
fielder Kurt Morsink, who had nine. 
"We're stagnant offensively without him," 
Martin said. "Ideally, you'd want to give him 
two to three weeks off, but we can't do that. 
He played 15 to 20 minutes last weekend, but I 
think that just slowed down his recovery." 
Also stagnating offensively are the Nittany 
Lions, who haven't scored a goal in two games 
thus far, which has translated into two-straight 
losses to open their season. 
The Golden Hurricane is also winless at 0- 
1-1, however both teams remain ranked in the 
National Soccer Coaches Association of Ameri- 
ca poll with Tulsa at 15th and Penn State 23rd. 
The Dukes are ranked 18th in the College Soc- 
cer News poll, while Tulsa is 15th there as well. 
Penn State is unranked. 
JMU will take on Penn State Friday at 5 p.m. 
and face Tulsa Sunday at 1 p.m. The Dukes 
don't return home til] Oct. 2 when they host 
George Mason University in their second game 
against a Colonial Athletic Association foe. 
but WIN 
look to 
gradu- 
ally add 
playing 
time. 
NCAA 
JMU & Coastal Carolina 
Notre Dame @ Michigan 
Taxaa Q Ohio State 
Lehlgh @ Delaware 
NFL 
Philadelphia @ Atlanta 
Oakland Raiders @ New England 
Green Bay @ Detroit 
Indianapolis ® Baltimore 
FOOTBALL 
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. .   OFW£ 
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Suwmliiul... 
IjaWak. 
Win IVrccnr^i'. 
JMU IMU JMU JMU JMU 
Michigan Michigan Michigan Michigan Michigan 
0h|Q State Texas 0"'Q State Ohio State Ohio Stale 
Delaware Delaware Delaware Delaware Delaware 
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Welcome Back Students! 
Call for a Tee-Time($4o) 434-8937 
Show Your Student I.D. and 
Recievc a 20% Discount on Green Fees Monday-Friday. 
Throughout the School Year* 
Lakeview Golf Course 
4101 Shen 1-ake Drive 
Harnsonbuig, Va 22801 
Fax:((4o)43)-}iiO 
Davegoodengolft*aol.com 
Join in the JMU coordinated relief efforts 
to support the victims of Hurricane Katrina. 
The 20,000 Faculty, Staff, & Students at 
.1 \11   can make a difference. Do your part. 
\ isil www.jmu.edu lo leam h<>\\ yon ran contribute! 
INTERNATIONAL PHOTO CON! 
4? 
, 
S^DtMDrlU Oft: 
£ OFFICE OF 
INTERNATIONAL 
PROGRAMS 
www.imu.edu/lnternational/lweek 
Cont—t rules; 
: ba> larger than 4"x 6" 
2. Photo must have baan taKan outside tha U.8. 
3. No mow than 3 photos par parson 
j must ba received by noon on W 
I the Inteffl 
Services Office1 
Is. All enMs should have your na 
location of photo and your e-mail address. 
^14 {wttim^ i\ru art gt> 
Wrnt 
IT WOULDWT 
BE JMU 
WITHOUT... 
D-Hall 
JAC cards 
the Quad 
%wtm      Duke Dog 
the Breeze 
THE ONLY PAPER 
JMU BEADS 
iThe Breeze 
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Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC 
C. Larry Whltten, MD M. Catherine Slusher, MD Louis E. Nelson III, MD 
Michael J. Botticelli, MD Maribeth P. Loynes, MD 
Sherry L. Mongold, FNP  Catherine E. Rittenhouse, FNP 
Now Accepting Appointments 
Major & minor repairs, state inspections, 
coach and chassis service on all 
makes & models, warranty work welcome 
Monday - Fnday 8:30-5:00 
Local (540) 434-3831 
Toll Free (800) 545-3348 
h\r*(&n\ I:  II Johnny, a hnrdworkinn. college student, needs to take three 
Inends to a concert and Iwo friends need a ride to the movies how will 
Johnny pay to' gas? 
Consumer Reports 
rated Soon one ol the 
most luel efficient cars. 
on the market" 
^* • 
^Firit bme buyer ? Limited Credit 
i On*? Programs were 
illy developed wilt) you. the M 
m nund Heceni cotlego qrnd^ or it you are 
about I you could quality tor a 
MOO rebate 
.inci r o-npl mentary 
Roaclcme Assistance lor l yi 
stevenscion.com ?970 S Main Street • Harrisonburg 540-434-1400 
TOnmniomi(ras*aMmsaKct«Bivi«Hiu'oaMBvm 
-imiftiONWCWIHX^aWBMWIIIIWIiniS-miTMIIIIlllDllSBMS 
A 
Run, 
Eat Doughnuts, 
& Get $50 Cash 
80 QOco «DMQJ TTrj^jflflrjajIta QDCOTODQ §K 
.1 UMES MCHONE JEWELRY will he giving awa> S50 I.. 
one male and one female JMl   student wearing a T-shirt 
with a James Mel lone logo 
4* JAMES UCHONE 
antique jewelry 
—-^— 
Come out this Saturday, September 10 at 9:45 to 
have your chance for some extra cash. 
Don't have one? Gome visit us downtown to get a 
FREE James McHone I -Shirt 
One * inner per evrnt   jmiir. Mi II   Jewelry reserve- the right to cam-el or chanse terms of thi* 
giveaway at nti\ nine tor anv reason 
%qppa Alpha Order 
We're not the best because were the biggest... 
CD^wihtl y\a^aan\jSi£X^2te!^a^ 
NOW ACCEPTING 
APPLICATIONS 
LitcjtiurJ- 
Water Attendants 
OMM SirrlcM Agent* 
Ai.-tJi Attend.ini^ 
rood «s< BevoHfi 
APPLY TODAY! 
Call (540) 289-4939 
m.Hun»tMM.tMi 
 1M » 
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*3000ff i $300Off 1*3°°Off i *3°°Off 
any two Adult any two Adult any two Adult 
Unforgettable Unforgettable Unforgettable 
Bre.kfast Buffets Breakfast Buffets Breakfast Buffets 
or Entree* or Entrees or Entrees 
Of   «oM   U   MHOMM   SMMrV    I    0**'   fJOC   M   IVKMIM   8*8—, ■*    I   OH*   fSM   M   IWaCM   B»o— H*    I 
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Unforgettable 
Breakfast Buffets 
or Entrees 
N«C*><Mpp« 
Pakistan: 
fl Country Culture 
Festival College Centei 
Thursday, September 1 
10:00 a.m. to 4 p.i 
ll:30>UrJu Poetry Reading 
A Passporti ■   G■    ,... ,    . ■       I  hv >vi-il Ri:\v;in/iimir 
«iih rii'-li-h 
12:30> Lecturei Pakistan Today dr 
ifcB2» l* Place in the World 
by Fulbright Scholar Dr. SafirAkhtar 
...We 're the biggest because we 're the best 
^jisR starts on TAon. 9/12- Checkout JMV's largest fraternity at 
littp://www.jmu.edu/ucmt&/ms/FmtSor£fc/ltfc7ratprospcctivt. Htm 
Or Email Joe Massaro at MassarJV@JMU.edu 
\ Passport ■ 
Event* Classical Vocal 
accompanied on i. 
'akistani Music 
tabla by I Istad Tari Khan 
'V • Pakistani Buffet • Display & Sale   i Pakistani 
• All-day Moviesi handcrafts, carpets >S> textiles 
/itiimh: Father of the Nation •Henna Designs In Shehieen 
Train to Pakistan 'Country Information table 
Sponsored by OlP www jmu edu/mternational 
Office of International Programs   with support from the Office of General Education and 
cuop^i.itliunul College of Visual & Performing Arts 
> 
Caile While. Editor 
Hali Chiel, Assistant Editor 
brttztarts @holmailxom 
Arts&Entertaiiiinient. 
New Totter' novel takes darker, sinister tone sixth time around 
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STAFT WWTER 
July 15 started out like any other 
summer day this year. But if you are 
anything like me, you knew it was going 
to be an exciting day. While some of you 
may have had big Friday night plans of 
movie dates or bar crawls, 1 knew ex- 
actly where I was going to be — Barnes 
and Noble, baby, right at midnight. 
A bookstore, you're thiiuong? Oh 
yeah. Trust me, it was well worth it. 
Right as the clock shifted to mid- 
night my two-plus years of waiting 
for the next Harry Potter book were 
finally over, like the overactive child 
that I occasionally am, I squealed in de- 
light when I finally held the book in my 
arms. 
Let me stop right here. If you've 
read the Harry Porter series, you can 
understand my 
behavior. In fact, 
you may even be 
as fanatical as 1 
am. Regardless, 
you certainly don't 
think I'm crazy. 
For all you non- 
readers — which I 
sincerely hope is a 
minute portion of 
the population at 
this point — you 
would   get   it   if 
\ 
you'd only read these amazing stories. 
I say this with each book J.K. Row- 
ling writes, but it really is the truth. 
Each book gets better than the one 
before, and the 
sixth installment, 
"Harry Potter 
and the Half- 
Blood Prince" is 
no exception. Her 
writing has taken 
on a darker, more 
sinister, and often 
tomes disturb- 
ing feel that was 
missing from her 
previous books; 
the    fifth     book 
All 
Ibmqs 
Lnenan 
merely hinted at such a turn. But this 
new writing style has still retained her 
classic captivating nature that charac- 
terized the others. 
As all you faithful Harry Potter 
readers undoubtedly already know, the 
sixth book begins with Harry in his sixth 
year at Hogwarts School, and the threat 
of Lord Voldemort, the most powerful 
Dark wizard ever known, is very real. 
No one knows this better than Harry, 
and the obstacles he faces through- 
out the year in this book are, without 
a doubt more terrifying and shocking 
than anything Rowling has ever come 
up with before. 
Once I got my hands on the book, 
I devoured it in only three days. Since 
that time, I've actually already read it 
again, )ust to make sure I had gotten it 
right the first tome. Trust me, it really is 
that mind-blowing. 
After reading all six of Rowling's 
books multiple times, I don't think 
there's anything more frustrating for 
me than to see people who are simply 
satisfied to wait for a movie version to 
come out. You are completely missing 
out some of the most amazing writing 
that has ever surfaced in the past few 
decades! 
So. don't let me down. If for some 
strange reason you haven't read these 
books vet, get on it! Believe the hype. 
You'll be just as awestruck as the rest 
of us. 
TOP: Junior Katie Trott 
stands In front of bar 
Mack and whlta pho- 
tography display In the 
Artwork Gallery. 
MIDDLE: Nadla Marcer's 
work, which It dlaptayad 
In the Other Gallery, 
conalata of photographs 
printed on mirrors, aa 
well a* floating objects 
suspended from the call- 
ing. 
BOTTOM: Naomi Scully's 
work combines tangled 
metal and fabric. 
House 
all photos by EVAN DY SOW senior photographer 
For the last quarter of the century, Zirkle House has been host 
to students' and professors' creative works of art. This past Mon- 
day evening was no different. 
During the house's opening event about 100 people packed 
into Zirkle to enjoy the art, music and food provided for viewers. 
The artwork currently displayed in the gallery ranges from 
paint, sculpture and photography, to graphic design, interior de- 
sign, fashion design and ceramics. Every semester, any student 
may participate by submitting their artwork to be reviewed by the 
gallery committee. The artwork is reviewed based not only on its 
qualities and concepts, but the approach of the presentation made 
by the artist. 
Currently, three different galleries are featured in the Zirkle 
House. In the New Image Gallery is a display of professional 
photography by Dhanraj Emanuel, entitled "Immigrant." In 
these photos, the artist took pictures of himself, creating mul- 
tiple self-portraits. In the documented descriptions accompany- 
ing his work, Emanual says he wanted to depict intersections 
of multiple cultures, and its assimilation into the mainstream of 
American society. 
Junior Katie Trotf s black and white photography is displayed 
in the Artwork Gallery. Her photos of scenery, nouses and old cars 
evoke a feeling of familiarity in the viewer. 
Walking into the Other Gallery, one is greeted by a room full 
of objects dangling from the ceiling, which reminds the viewer of 
floating objects. This is the artwork of Nadia Mercer. It's accompa- 
nied by surrounding mirrors with body parts printed upon them. 
Amidst all the floating objects and the mirrors, a larger than life 
sponge doll stands in the middle of the room. 
Finally, in the Madison Gallery, is the interior design and sculp- 
ture pieces of Naomi Scully. She uses tangled metals and pieces of 
wood and fabric to expose the viewer to a new way of seeing these 
materials. 
Katie Fox, Zirkle House director, said the venue promotes great 
opportunities for college students to show their art work and tal- 
ents while they are still in college. Senior Natalie Leland, assistant 
director of Zirkle House, said, "The artists' works differ from one 
another because they have the free control of how they want to 
show and present their art." 
Each new show runs for two weeks. After that they are only 
available every other Monday from 7 to 9 p.m. They are open from 
noon to 5 p.m. on Mondays through Thursdays, and noon to 4 p.m. 
on Fridays and Saturdays. 
Mainstreet to reopen Friday, Madison Madness scheduled for Sept. 14 
■Y JANE YU 
COrVTJUiUTfNC WRTTt* 
Many JMU students are ecstatic about Main- 
street Bar and Grill's grand reopening on Sept. 
9 Jmaddy.com will help promote Wednesday col- 
lege nights and has already arranged to host par- 
ties every Saturday. Junior and CEO of Jmaddy. 
com, Shy Pahlevani, has also started a new Face- 
book group called "Mainstreet Bar Regulars" so 
students can get the names and information of 
the familiar faces they will see there. 
Mainstreet has the same basic floor plan, 
but the new ceiling is now two times its original 
height. "If s bigger and more wide open than it's 
ever been," says one of the partners, Tom Hall. 
Ironically, the new Mainstreet has an indus- 
trial, firehouse appeal. The whole area is paint- 
ed marine blue and brick red. There are 30-foot 
mirrors lined with red diamond plate metal on 
both sides of the dance floor to increase the vi- 
sual depth of the area, and four wide-screen tele- 
visions around the bar and tables. The walls are 
covered in framed graphic designs by Michael 
Godard, featuring classy yet humorous prints of 
olives pole-dancing around a martini glass stem. 
The entire area has an underground club feel. 
The smoky pewter accents give tne area a rough- 
edged feel, but the glossy wooden bars and tables 
balance out the decor. The overall appearance 
definitely lives up to Mainstreef s nickname, "the 
party central." 
The true story about the fire on Nov. 1,2004 was 
lost amongst numerous myths and rumors. The 
blaze started when an old electrical outlet arched 
over old receipt rolls and paper towels. These small 
sparks quickly burgeoned into an inferno, caus- 
ing the 100-yearold building to bum for six hours 
straight and the locally loved bar and grill to meet 
its unfortunate end. "There was rubble nalfway up 
the wait" recalls senior Tamara Hathaway, a bar- 
tender at Mainstreet. The staff's morale almost went 
down with the flames. Almost. 
"It was a lost cause," said Tom Hall. "And then 
we just decided that after seven years, we can't 
with good faith, just walk away from it..  we were 
AMY RM"fcKSON<photo editor 
Malnstrsat Bar & Grill Is set to reopen Friday, Sept. 9 attar tha fire last Novambar naariy 
dastroyad tha whole venue  Tha naw design features a brand-naw DJ box and an Industrial, 
flrehousa-esqua appaal. 
going to walk away from it at first, thaf s true," he 
said. 
Remodeling the lost building was a formidable 
task. The whole project cost more than $800,000 
and, in addition to this daunting figure, the own- 
ers faced countless red tape hurdles. The building 
was so old that they had to upgrade the charred 
remains to meet current safety code standards, and 
after the new roof and walls were constructed, the 
county had to assess the entire building's structure 
to make sure the area was sound. These renova- 
tions were the reason for Mainstreet's delayed re- 
turn. 
The fire, like many Wednesday night dancers, 
must have been fond of the stage because it was the 
only structure that somehow survived the six-hour 
blaze. Besides the stage, Hall says, 'The place is 
from top to bottom, completely new. There's noth- 
ing of the old Mainstreet left now, it's completely 
new." 
The partners, Tom Hall, Jon Paul and Tim Fer- 
guson, invested $200,000 in the latest light and 
sound equipment. Previously, there were only 
speakers in tne front but now there are also speak- 
ers in the back. The new speakers are capable of 
blowing 35,000 watts of sound onto the dance floor 
— 15,000 more watts than before. Ferguson trans- 
lates this figure into college party vernacular. "Ba- 
sically, our goal is to do everything but break those 
windows right across the street," he said. 
Micheal VonSalzen, also known as DJ Mix Mas- 
ter Mike, an alumni famed for making fun of guys 
who danced on stage, will be spinning a mixture 
of hip hop, R&B, '80s, reggae and club music on 
Wednesday nights. 
Other additions include an enormous disco ball 
that can be lowered from the ceiling onto the dance 
floor. Mix Master Mike describes it as "the biggest 
mirror ball ever created — a mirror ball witnel- 
ephantitis." There is also a new raised level behind 
the stage that overlooks the dance floor and bar, 
and a sprinkler system installed to prevent future 
catastrophes. The ladies room is now lavender and 
more spacious. 
The staff will take pictures during parties and 
post them on their Web site, mainstreelrocks.com, so 
patrons can leave their cameras at home Hall also 
plans on installing a "dance cam" that will scan the 
dance floor and project the images on the new flat 
screen televisions near the entrance so that table- 
loungers can get a glimpse of what's happening on 
the floor. 
If you've ever been to Mainstreet on Wednes- 
days, you may recall how hot — literally — the 
parties became by midnight. "We used to sweat 
off five pounds dancing there," jokes junior 
Ashley Halt about the Wednesday night parties- 
turned saunas. Receptive to their patrons' com- 
plaints, the partners have installed a climate con- 
trol system with eight fans and enormous vents 
that snake around the ceiling. They will provide 
circulation for even the busiest times. 
Amidst all these changes, some things still 
stayed the same. Old patrons will recognize the 
signature soaring ladder that leads to the deejay 
booth, and the infamous stage that graced throngs 
of dancers remains untouched. The first Madison 
Madness will take place on Wednesday, Sept. 14. 
There will be live bands on Tuesdays and week- 
ly specials throughout the entire week. For more 
information, visit mainstreetrocks.com or IMaddy. 
corn's events page. 
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Dodger welcomes musicians, 
poets to perform in 'Circle' 
BY AMY PATEXSON 
SENJOK WWTEK 
You never know what to expect from 
the Monday night Songwriter's Circle 
at the Artful Dodger — an open mic 
night that takes place every Monday at 
this coffeehouse and cocktail lounge. 
Performers take the stage at 9:30 p.m. 
and the show wraps up between mid- 
night and 1 a.m. Depending on the night 
the Artful Dodger welcomes anywhere 
from a small group of 20 to a full house. 
Musicians play "bluegrass, hard 
rock and everything in between," coor- 
dinator Jeremiah Prophett said. Locals, 
students and professors mix to form 
a crowd just as eclectic as the music 
performed there. "We try to get original 
singers in here." he said. 
It's "one of those things that you 
need to come a bunch of times to real- 
ly appreciate," said guitarist/vocalist 
Kevin Caran. The atmosphere changes 
from week to week. He describes his 
music as "somewhere between folk, 
jazz and rock." and has been coming 
to this open mic night for two years. 
"Sometimes you'll have weeks where 
people really listen and get into it other 
weeks you're background music," he 
said. 
"It always is just something I do 
that's different than anything else I do 
in the week." said Caran, who is an 
assistant chemistry professor at JMU. "It 
makes me feel good when other people 
listen to my music." 
Both seasoned professionals and 
first timers are welcomed. Prophett said 
there are a few regulars, others who 
come every few months to try out new 
material and some who have never been 
on stage. "We've had some really good 
talent come through the stage." One of 
the great things about open mic is that 
everybody has been through that first 
time on stage. New people know they're 
not alone, he said. 
Bar manager Matt LaRock said the 
quality of performers has improved 
over the last year. "We've had people 
who were so terrible I almost wanted to 
go out and buy a gong." 
De'anna McQueen of Harrisonburg, 
said she gets a little nervous going on 
stage to share her poetry at first, but 
once she gets past that first step she 
feels comfortable. It always gives you a 
chance to see and learn something new, 
she said. 
Junior English major Naomh Stewart 
said, "It's so relaxing, you can just sit 
back, have a coffee and do some read- 
ing," as she sat on the couch with her 
literature book. "If I had the courage I'd 
get up there myself," she said. 
Senior Sara Kesser said, 'The qual- 
ity is pretty good. [There are] people 
who know what they're doing." She 
said she likes the Artful Dodger because 
the environment is very "laid back and 
accepting. 
If you're 21 or older (after 11), check 
out Songwriter's Grcle at the Artful 
Dodger next Monday. 
CASfcY TLMPUrrON i i» p/uHii/tropher 
Calab Elnwacrrter perform* hla original music at the Songwriters Circle, an open mic night that takes place 
every Monday at the Artful Dodger In downtown Harrisonburg. 
WHAT'S (WIN' ON, JOHN? BsaMtiift?" 
SEPTEMBER 8 v 
4 
Gold Crown Billiards 8-Ball Tournament starting 
at 7:30 p.m. (F on the map) 
Live music at The Artful Dodger (C) 
Greg Ward Project at Dave's Downtown Taverna: three 
musicians playing reggae music (A) 
Jimmy O playing at Finnigan's Cove 
Karaoke at The Pub (D) 
Late Night at TDU: Rushton Bowen live on the 
TDU stage 
Zirkle House Exhibitions: Noon to 5 p.m. at 983 South 
Main St. (G) 
SEPTEMBER 9 
1& 
Latino Night at La Hacienda (B) 
College Night at The Pupuseria. Bring your JAC Card to 
get in free. Specials from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. (E) 
Shane Hines with guest Spoke at The Pub (D) 
Zirkle House Exhibitions: Noon to 4 p.m. at 983 South 
Main St. (G) 
SEPTEMBER 10 
*J 
Lost Wages at Dave's Downtown Taverna (A) 
Latino Night at La Hacienda (B) 
Latin Girls Party Night at The Pupuseria at 9 p.m. 
to 2 a.m. (E) 
Drivin' at The Pub (D) 
(**^T     Zirkle House Exhibitions: Noon to 4 p.m. at 
<i)    Main St. (G) 
983 South 
SEPTEMBER 11 
Open DJ at The Artful Dodger: bring your own vinyl (C) 
International Night at La Hacienda (B) 
AtteiA/tloiA/ 
Writers: 
The Arts&Entertainment 
section will be holding its first 
writer's meeting of the semester! 
When: 
This Friday, Sept. 9, at 3:30 p.m. 
Where: 
The Bree2e Orrice 
(basement or Anthony-Seeger Hall) 
6bA.t£fclO\A,S>? 
E-mail Caite & Hali at our 
new e-mail address: 
Breeze Arts @ hotmail.com 
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For Sale 
WHITE tt HONDA AC ( ORI> 2 
D. vice. V6. Fully Loaded. 131.000 
miles. $7,000 54K76-02S6 
HOT TUB for sale Like new-only laid 
few times. Great for pulics-holds 6 
Must get rid of-nccd space Needs minor 
work, worth $4500 new. asking SIMM 
oho.   (540)   535-6164   (340)   135-6164 
hnd someone to sublease 
your apartment through 
The Breeze classifieds' 
Go to trasTrarfrrrcorr/rlauuVdt 
to place your ad today* 
CALHOUN'S Dishwashers 
pan or lull time Start at IMir. need 
to be available weekends and breaks 
Apply in person between 2 p.m - 4 
p.m. Mon.-Thurs., please no phone 
calls   41-A Court Square I Downtown ) 
sip Wanted 
GYMNASTICS INSTRUCTOR 
Harrisonburg Parks A Recreation is 
looking Tor gymnastics instructors for 
its recreational gymnastics classes 
Classes meet Monday & Wednesday 
afternoons Call David at (540)433-9161 
BARTENDtNGI J250/day potential 
No experience necessary. Training 
provided     (S00)    96S-«S20    Kxt2l2 
STUDENT TO WORK Fridays and 
Saturdays at local business Must have 
business, computer and telephone skills. 
Good working conditions Call 433-1234 
SEEKING I.XPl.RII.Nl'll) 
DJ earn top dollar Call Mike 
afternoon/evenings     (540)     442-9097 
WE PAY UP TO 175 per survey, 
www delPa iid To Tbink   com 
WAITRESSESS NEEDED: Apply 
in person at Jess* Lunch  Downtown 
RESPONSIVE MANAGEMENT (www. 
mponiit-cmmfcmaitcom). a wildlife/ 
natural resource research firm is hiring 
polite, professional, reliable people to 
conduct telephone research surveys (No 
sales). Part-time evening noun: Sunday- 
Saturday, schedule varies based or. 
project needs. Apply at 130 Franklin St 
GET PAID TO THINK! Make S75 taking 
online surveys,    wwwcaditospendcom 
JAMES        MCHONE        JEWELRY 
seeking a personable partime 
employee during the week. Must 
be able to lift 50lbs. (540) 433-1833 
Services 
FIND        BABYSITTING JOBS, 
babysitters or nannies at CtllforSitten 
coni  Sitters, register today for Free' 
Travel 
•WEfF£R5 
.WANT£U.» 
No experience necessary, e-mail 
Breeze EdtlorH Hotmail com 
if inicic MeJ' 
". s|. .1 I. 
I lu  Iti,, s.  . lussllktls 
\\ \\ w.Iln'ln-i-ivi'.ori 
Spring Breakers 
Book aarty & aaval 
Lonmt pnoaa, hottatt dManMons1 
Book IS « 2 Fntt Trtpt or CMh 
Frw Maats 4 Part** by 117 
Highest Commission. 8t*t Tnv* Parks 
-v-HH junsplai hlour i rom 
_ wmwjft -'-'in  
SPRING BREAK 2006 with Student 
Travel Services to Jamaica, Mexico. 
Bahamas and Florida. Arc you connected? 
Sell Trips, Earn Cash & Travel Free! Call 
for group discounts. Info/ Reservations 
800-648-4849 wwwsBtn \el com 
CHILDCARE Looking for 1-2 graduate 
students to care for 2 children in our 
home. Elementary teacher'* schedule 
References   preferred   (540)  828-4572 
PARKING SERVICES is currently 
seeking students interested in working for 
the student enforcement program. Apply 
on the web at www.jmu.edw'pjirkinfi 
or in person at our office located on the 
ground level of the parking deck Call 
568-6105 or e-mail paikmgc*detsiajmu 
edu       for       additional       information 
VWl The Breeze Online CbwtfifrJ*! 
II*. t your ad online ami 11 will 
appear in our twice-weekly pom 
Visit 
M-H-H' ihebreeze .org/classifieds' 
YOU could 
be doing 
this 
ONLINE 
www.thebreeze.org 
I work for you. 
-Ad 
For more information about advertising in The Breeze call 568-6127 or email thebreeze@jmu.edu 
Share your space, but live on your own. 
All furnishings plcturffXf ■'• from Wal-Mtvl 
WAL-MART 
Get everything for your dorm room at Walmart.com and still afford tuition.        ALWAYS ID* PRICES 
02*# 
Vwrjlrnortxofn 
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Have an Opinion 
? The Breeze Opinion is looking for writers, 
cartoonists & comic strip artists 
Contact Molly at bieezeopinion@hotmail.com 
Yellow Cab VB" 
(540)434-2515 
Radio Olapatched 
Sarvlc* to all ma|or airports 
Whaslchalr accatalbla vahlclai 
Prompt. Courteous Service 
24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available 
ikiiiL 
Mulligan's 
^Golf Center 
Driving Range 
Mini-Golf 
Pro Shop 
540-432-9040 
www.mulligans-golf.com 
Directions: Take IIS 1/4 mile past the 
Post Office, then left on Carpenter Lane \kUj 
Show your JAC card 
Get SI OFF 
>af 
Fall Dance Classes Call to Register 433.7127 
a 
£ 
o 
c 
Ballet 
Elemental Adult Ballet (Suzanne) Monday 8:00-9:00 
Int./Adv. Adult Ballet (Emily H) Wednesday 7:30-8:30 
Adv. Ballet & Point IV/V (Drew/Su7.anne)....Mon. 5:30-7:00 & Thu. 6:00-7:30 
Modern Dance 
Elementary Adult Modern (Cynthia) Tuesday 7:00-8:00 
Adv. Modern I (Diane) Monday 7:00-8:00 
Adv. Modern II (Emily O. McKenzie) Thursday 7:30-8:30 
Tap 
Beg. Adult Tap (Emily H.).. ..Wednesday 8:30-9:30 
Int. Adult Tap (Rebbeca ) Thursday 7:00-8:00 
Adv. Tap IV (Natalie) Tuesday 7:00-8:00 
Adv. Tap V (Natalie) Tuesday 8:00-9:00 
Jazz & Hip Hop 
Beg. Teen Adult Jazz. & Hip-Hop (Karen) Saturday 12:00-1:00 
Int./Adv. Adult Jazz & Hip Hop (Emily O. McKenzie) Thursday 8:00-9:00 
Adv. Jazz III (Rebecca) Thursday 5:00-6:00 
Adv. Jazz IV (Cynthia) Wednesday 8:00-9:30 
Adv. Jazz V (Suzanne) (rcjinrmon by pcrminkm of inurucior only)     Monday 7:00-8:00 
Irish Step Dance 
Beg. Teen/Adult Irish Step & Ceili (Meg) Tuesday 7:30-8:30 
Int./Adv. Irish Step (Emily O.) Tuesday 6:30-7:30 
Adv. Irish Step (Emily 0.)(rcpio«K>iibypcrmmk>nof mMruclotonlylTuesday 8:00-9:30 
Musical Stage Dance 
Int./Adv. Musical Stage B (Cynthia) Saturday 2:00-3:00 
Adv. Musical Stage iCynthia) Tuesday_6jQC>7jg0_ 
■'* FREE *■ 
STOVE 
& VIDEO 
Route 33 East 
Harrisonburg 
433-9181 
(next to Wendy's) 
4 night rental . 
one per customer     / 
Free Membership 
Over 1,000 Movies 
DVDs, VHS, XBoX & PS2 games 
W,, Aa*Wft>*nPW°CC'  , 
""^ ""pun ,„Hon>s-*^ 
95 South Main St. 
Harrlionburg, VA uSol 
S4O-442-9923 
fu-540-442-9924 
Open 11am - 2am 
7 days a week 
Texaa Hotd'em Tuesday* 
Sign up starts @ 8:00pm - so players get a seat 
Open Miv Wednesday* 
Every week @ 9 
No Cla.'.i Friday* 
IMU students get J1.00 off lunch Buffet 
Late night menu available until 1am 
Lunch buffet Mon-Fri naai to 1am 
fa*|M eon tall 
Duff hour Mon-frl «.jo to Z.JO 
, FAMILY 
/HfjOFHOPE CLurcA' 
weekly shared meal tow church expenses no church real estate 
Welcome to Family of Hope 
an Anabaptist -Mennonite House Church 
Meets this Sunday, September 11 
in the conference room 
at the Familv Life Resource Center 
Worship and Bible Study 4pm, Meal at 6pm 
273 Newman Avenue 
2 blocks east of Massanutten Regional Library 
For more information contact harvyoderOaol.com or call 540-432-0531 
The Mill 
APARTMENTS 
7v YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL AT THE MILL 
M GREAT PRICE 
GREAT LOCATION 
GREAT SIZE 
GREAT SERVICE 
GREAT PARKING 
GREAT PLACE 
Reserve Your Apartment for Next Year! 
lours: 
londay-Friday 9A-5P 
I Saturday 10A-2P 
Tha Mill Apartments 
11-A South Avenue 
540-438-3322 
www.themillapts.com 
email: themillapts@yahoo.com 
FREE PHONE/CABLE/ETHERNET* 
Private Line in each bedroom 
•Activation Fee required 
Ron Turner, Community Manager 
Professionally Managed by 
Weisz Properties, LLC 
t 
